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It has been my purpose In this paper to trace the
development of the legend of the Amazon queen, Penthesllea,
and of her combat with the Greek hero, Achilles, from its
earliest sources and to show how the myth has been gradually,
but radically transformed by successive writers in the
Italian, Geiman, and French languages, respectively, in the
form of the epic and the drama.
I have tried not only to point out the modifications
which the myth has undergone over a period of years, but also
to compare and contrast in detail the various versions.
Lastly, I have attempted to evaluate the relative
merits of each piece of literature which deals with the
Penthesilea-Achilles motif in order to prove the superiority
of the German dramatist, Heinrich von Kleist, both in
technical and artistic achievanent.
I have arranged the authors and their works in
chronological order, because this seemed most logical.
9x1^ oi isqfiq aid! nl sacqfiuq <jai aeod aad
^iSuIiBudtoe^i .joeeop aos^aiA ©di’ "lo Jbaesol Bdi to ^rrefaqolsvefe
eJi osoit ,aaIXi,doA ,0'ied x'osiO ©xli- ri^iw Jsdmco i&d to bcs
nd9cf a£d di’^Ti orii wod woris o^ oa& ^eo’^ao^ issilixsa
ad? £fi aieJiiw oviaaaooi/e beariotsr.si? qllAolb-i ?ijcl
Slit 0.1 .YXovZ^osqaa'i ^sa^^si/'aniil donai^ bns .rrsane-O ,£tjaXXc?I
.jsmsib ad? bn^ oiq© ad? lo anol
aaQlidot'ttboai ad? ?yo ?frlQq o? ^Ino ?oxt ball? avsd I
obXs ?i/cf ,eiJBo^ lo boiieq s levo ©noig’totind asd d?'\^ ad? doidv
• .anolaiav ^aol'tsv ori? X 2 a?9b ol iz^’ilooo bad Bisqaoo o?
9Vl? bXo’i ad? a?^XsTa o? be?^®^??-^ avad I
ed? d?£v/ alseb doiov-/ aiijdJsiatiX Ic aoaiq do^ io a?i*i9xa
^tltoi'ioqoa ©ri? evciq o? labTO iii ll?oci 3eXIirioA*-BeIisad?jia‘I
iii d?ocr .taiol^i nov dolrtj?! ad ,?ei?^3cunb d[jsarPiaX) ad? lo
. Ixioinave XdOiS o£?ei?T:£ bns IfioXndoo?
at adicw liad? &-iod?«s ariJ ©vad I





The beginnings of the Amazon legend lie basically in
the imagination of the Greek people. Like all primitive races
they gave to phenomena of various kinds a personal and poetic
interpretation. The unpenetrated regions of the Black and
Caspian Seas, the roclsy shores of the North held untold terrors
for the sensitive Hellenic soul. Hence, we may assume that
the Amazons were not an actml race of women, but rather myth-
ical symbols for unknown perils.
The very earliest story concerns the expulsion of
the princes, Hyllnos and Scolopotos, from Scythia with their
kinsmen. When the group had migrated to a neighboring country
and had made a settlement there, they began to acquire riches
at the expense of the inhabitants. Quarrels arose between the
two factions, which resulted eventually in the murder of the
dcythian men. The wldov/s, in turn, sought revenge for the
slaying of their husbands, and a general hatred of all mankind
followed.
The next step was the formation of a manless state.
Two queens were elected, one for domestic affairs and one for
defense. As a symbol of her virginity and her Independence of
man, each Amazon wore a girdle, which was discarded each spring
vhen the women were obliged to consort with neighboring tribes
in order to perpetuate the race. Contrary to present barba-
rian custom, the male children born of the union v/ere returned
to their fathers, crippled, or killed, while the females were
ni 'iIiaoi£j3<f eil no^/'jnA 'to e’^laal-^ed eiiT
eeOE'T sviilmiiq IXs silX .elqoeq iloeiO sdJ doX eiii
cii-'soq lae X^fioai 3 tbaiJi aaoli^sv 'ic sitoicong^ cJ i^dJ
cas :5foiiIe odj Ic eaois^i Jbsisi^feaoqni:/ edT .aplJaSaiq^ oJaX
‘ v-
•
oTCoaae^ bla^xua alSMi ©riJ “ic 8e*roii3 ^a^et ^liiXqes^
Xad^ 9i2t;38c ^diii 9w ,90a9K ,luos oiaeXXeH e7i:t.f£aee sdX
-dX^rn aadXBT: Xaa' ^creino?/ to Lfiatosi ruB Xoa aajv EaosjamA sdi-
,al xtaq rr* -ixaTfUj aol aXocfitr^ja Tjapi
to doJaXi-'sixe ©d^ smcafloo -y^aosJc XsaiXiB© "^ev ©d?
ai&dX ii?Zv? sLii^oZ nicdt ^aoloqciXooo .toiS acaiXi^H ,Be&ai’xq erl^
Tjajyaoo ^cX'rodxl^efl a. ot qwca^ ©riJ.^aenV.' .aocieaXsi
sodoX-i ©liEpo© qX ae’dod \.eiiX ,©aedX ^^nernelJ^sa £ ©tan £>sd




sd? to •loo'fJJSE ed.-^ nl >jXx^^rs€>v© be^Ix'3©a doidr ^saoii'oxst a«X
ertl^TOl egnevoi Jil^ac/os ,xni;J aZ ,av.obZw ©xiT .aecn adM^'^Oi;
XalrZaum IXs to Jbea^JSii X^asass & baa .abddtfaad aied? to acii-;^^!©
.bawoXIot
.OZisZa Bsoictefc s to aoZ^jsrciot ©xi^ sow qsZs Jxea 8dT
lot ©no ima eaZsttJS oXtaomob act ©ao ,be .'oeXo anaowp owT
to eaasbasqebaZ 'leri Lnc ^^ZaZ'g'iiv aod to toQar,;e e aA .aanateb
^aixqe rtOBe bebaabeZb sjjw doZdw ^oXbaZs 3 oiav aossaiA ioBo ,aaci
i*«’ ,
aediitf ^-dZtoddt^Zsn diZ?/ iaosixoo Ov+ bs^XIdd oaow csmow ekt add?/
-Baraci JasBO'tq oZ '^axd'coO .©obi edi etawzoc^aq oJ a 9Zi*xo rxZ
fcsmwZoi ot3W iiotass ed^ to aiccf asrcbiZdo oXsrsi sdZ ^rnoteoo naZn
daovi/ 3©XBft;3t ©riZ 9XZd.Y ,b©XXZ 3Z io .beXqql-io ,ai9dZBt liOdZ ot
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carefully reared and trained in the exercise of arms. In
order to facilitate the use of the bow and arrov/ in battle
these warrior Vinamen severed from the body or withered with
hot irons the right breast — whence, the name Amazon, v/ithout
a breast
.
In art, however, statues of Amazons have both
breasts represented, which shows that the artist conceived of
them as possessing entirely womanly qualities.
Vf.;,-
r:I *8jjn^ lo QslD'iexs ©di^ al Sents^vJ &}i£*^fc©'i3eT TXIxfi©'!^;©
£Xj t£tcf ftZ woliA bass vrod ©d^' “lb ©eii 9 ^i^ jj i©Mo
d^.tw fetsteH-Iw TO ’^od ©dt* mo^i^.bs'ievss siBaiiM -i'oJt-i’x^^ ©aexit
r:
,ao!^.'S!-:A ©d^ ^eoxrsdvr — tses^d ^d^*r ©-d^ aiiOT.1 ^od
,
,^se©1c^i^,
a .ct.'iOd- evad enosstnA lEO' SQiLf,ra#B ^-lev^wod ,^’IB nlm.
\o bBrleoaoO' deli'll sAf sadil- awo-^e dotdw ,ib©^dae&‘::xbi. s tajssKi











Inasmuch as Homer’s Iliad covered the events of only
a comparatively few days in the middle of the Trojan War and
ended with the death of Hector, it was left to other poets to
narrate the occurrences before and after that time. "These
epics, which form what is known as the Epic Cycle, may have
drawn somewhat upon a popular and traditional mass of myth
\^iilch Homer had not exhausted, but most students feel they are
ingenious developments of incidents and allusions in earlier
epics.
Hone of the works of these Cyclic Poets so-called is
extant. The only direct evidence which we possess comes from
the Chrestomathia of Proclus, the grammarian, (465 A.D. ) in the
form of prose sumiriaries. Among these Cyclic Poets was
Arctlnos (766 B.C.), rated as the greatest epic poet after
Homer. He wrote "The Aethlopis", which is concerned in part
with the slaying of the Amazon queen, Penthesilea, by Achilles.
According to Arctinos, Achilles falls in love with
Penthesilea, perhai^s after killing her, and slays Thersites for
jeering at his passion. Some accounts tell that Diomedes, a
relative of Thersites, threw Penthesilea’ s body into the
Scamander, but others say Achilles burled it on the banks of
Xanthus river. Some stories state that Penthesilea slev/
Achilles and that Zeus, on request of Thetis, mother of Achilles,
recalled him to life that he might kill the queen. Still other
1. The Successors of Homer
. William Carson Lawton, p. 13





ijlixo lo etii&ve 9fii bd'sevoo iifilll a’^xeraoS es xlowsaBnl
bne ligiW xrs^d^ SiiJ ic ©fbbitc axit at a-^sb %9't Aj-X'^vi isiBtpoo &
o^-e^aoq 'iddXo W ff'xsX tt ,i0^O9R 10 iXlasb eriJ rtJivr bobns
eaaaT" .eiai^ 3&di 'teS’ls bnfi siolad aebnoliwooo eriJ e^ja-xiaa







dJ^T. la &ZAZ L^ciilbsiS baa UoiJ-qoq b ac^xr X^jilwamoe irv;si&
e-rs ijedit X^a'x sJxtebuJa Xsoai tud .boJauBxixo ion bsd tsir-oE dotdff
laiX'iBa ai' &uot^uliJ3 bn& sXaabloaX la a^asinqoCevef) aaoirrs'^ai
^".aaiqa
aX beXXBO-oa 8^eoE oUov^O esed? lo s^Iiow exit lo ©xtoT!
,cio*cl acnoc aaeaaoq 9^^ lioiAv ooiieblvo Xoeiib ©aT . Jucixe
9iiJ xri (\C*A 28^j ^rtslTBftnBT^n sd^ ,aaiDO*iE lo BldS^o^ssixlU oxiJ
zs^ sXooE oiXovP sasdX ^OJaA . se i'rB.'!3iua saoiq lo nrco'i
n&S’'iB X^oq oiqd XaaXB©^^ sdi eb b9?Bi ,(.0.9 OOV) aoaXiO’iA
Jdaq ni beai^dooo el xiolilvx ^'’aXqotnXo^A sxtT’' sXot// eE .lamoK
.seXXiiioA \:(f .BeXia^/iXdeR .deeap isoss-aA sdt to exid ri^iw
fi"' {'’' ©vcX-*nX cUbI aeXIiiloA /ao'iXJo'iA ‘gatbioooA
lOl a9JiE'£9ri‘i ET2i*iXa ba-s ,'i3jci ^TXXXi^t 'ib^’Xb aqBdifiq ^BoXisoxlja^E
s
,
29jb 3 f!'0 i<I JBdi IXe:} e&asioOOB e^ioB .noiasBq s Id IB s-'^Xioet
^edii o^ai '<ibO(i a 's&XiaodtoeE we^dX fSeiXeiedT lo svXJbXsi
10 a-jEtBcf 9dJ ao tl JbsXiW esXXXxioA t^bb edofi^fo ?ud ,*i9 f)nB£nB0ti
w&ie B&Xia9d;^deE "tBd? 0^B^s aeiioXs emoa .davXi audixxsX
selXldoA lo isd^Ofli ,siJedT lo ^29XTi>9T; ao ,E.aeS iBdX X-as esIXido;.
•xodto Iii«S .aeeap edX XXl3t sd ©liX qi raid i^sXlBO©'!




accoimts say that Penthesilea was killed by Achilles’ son,
Pyrrhus
.
Penthesilea is merely mentioned or referred to in the
works of other writers.
The first man whose poem has come down to us in detail
is Quintus Smymaeus (middle of fourth century). Nothing is
known of any certainty about him or the sources of his material.




oAt tsl 0- fyBX’xc'tB’i to berjoitoeci \;£aietr a£ BQlifcori^xid^
.e'lSifi’iw 'ted.iio "to ajl-xsw





3l . ( y.'h^-^ksc siS^jjot altbUm) e^oBiW^ al
.ijsi'XsJ'Jbci a/xl'^o asiKu^e B£i:r no .Talri tuocTe ^*'23 ‘t'J
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THE GREEK EPIC
The Greek legend furnishes the source material for the
varied treatments given the story of the Amazon queen in other
languages.
In answer to the summons of Priam, king of Troy,
following the death of Hector, Penthesilea, present queen of the
Amazons, arrives with twelve of her companions. She leads the
combined forces of the Amazons and Trojans into battle against
the Greeks. The loss of life is fearful, and the Greeks are
beginning to weaken, viien the din of battle reaches the ears of
Achilles and Ajax, who hasten to the assistance of their com-
rades. Penthesilea' s lances are powerless against Achilles'
armor, but the hero mortally v/ounds the queen. ?/hen he removes
her armor and gazes on her beauty, he feels remorse for having
slain her. In partial atonement he gives her body over to the
Trojans, who bury her with all due respect.
The Greek author, Smymaeus, is concerned chiefly with
the story of Penthesilea and Achilles, not '/dth the Amazon race
or its early history. He dwells at length upon an episode of
the Trojan War which Homer has mentioned only in passing.
Smymaeus' approach is narrative and didactic. His aim is to
relate with as much spirit and beauty as possible the account
of their strxaggle to overcome each other and to show that
pxinlshment inevitably awaits those who provoke the gods and
challenge their greatness.
In this early version of the myth Penthesilea »s
motives are very clearly outlined. Hot hatred of the Greeks,
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nor love of the Trojans, but Fate drives her inexorably into
battle and effects her ultimate destruction.
"And ever v/ere the ghastly-visaged Pates
Thrusting her on into the battle, doomed
To be her first against the Greeks and last."^
She has killed her sister, Hippolyte, accidentally at a stag
hunt, and she can find no rest until she has appeased the anger
of the Furies by the sacrifice of other human lives. She is
conscious of her guilt and fears the rebuke of her people, so
that the slaughter of the encounter affords a welcome oppor-
tunity for redemption from the stain of murder, hov/ever un-
intentional.
The Amazon's Fate is without rather than within her,
and at no time is she aware of the certainty of tragedy in her
course of action. Penthesilea is a plaything of the gods,
who entice her to her doom by strewing her path with glory,
with a series of easy victories over weaker opponents. Con-
quest dazzles her. Intoxicates her, and blinds her to the
Destiny that has been reserved for her. In a deceitful dream,
sent by Pallas, Penthesilea is urged to fight against the
Greeks, only to climax what promises to be her most brilliant
achievement in defeat and death at the hands of Achilles, one
of the greatest of Greek heroes. For a brief moment after
she has received the v/ound from his first lance, she debates
whether to continue the fight or yield herself his prisoner
for ransom and thus save the life that i s so dear to her; but
1. Fall of Troy
.
Quintus aiiyrnaeus, Bk. 1, p. 15, 11. 125-127
o^tli r*<3^’'ioj:9rr2
-xoii iud '6ciJ ^io evol
-i ^fioJ;iOiJ•J:^&t'»L. “s'sd eJOQ'tls i^ijs
‘ 9'i9V7 'ifva bn'A''
h-ymovij faS.j'iiio s:ii diJu'l rr^''. 'xsri
y
'‘".
’SjbI feed 2ii;33i0 OiH ^ aaUi'^ i li ’taa. o€ cT
'»;c:8 3 j‘s '^fl'''TjGi’ij^oo^ .e^\^oq<>x2t
,
10 ^3 1 e .OelXirsI jiwd cjfSr.
97/r^ h'-v';;i9vic_s r.3d c«fe I:j.«i7 ^391 GO bnilt rtf'.o oda bni' „ Judd
at CniE .eevIX CiSratf.i lari^d 1g svili^ofia ad^ aeitiri fr J
c'a .aX'oO^q ‘larl to eilcrd ’*£ e. ^ dXt.Cf^- 'leti to ajLtoioaiiuo"
-£'
I
4 '? oaioclsw ;.’ ec'-i loXajJCOfW od^'tc- i9jii:T,;u!jXe edt ^l^ariJ
-nsj 'lov&wori .Teb'rrio tc aci- I’.fO’it rcoi j'.ras^bfta tot
.I^iaot^xie^ni
,^aa nXil1i'’»' nr.dj •ladJB'i ^"cddi'-r aj a%:C3Bii.A oiit
•rsxi xii Xj ',;Jk iadi-50 add xo 'ais^vi?; a-ia cX airid on da £>ns
,sao"', -Olid 'tc .1 si eoX faaddns^ .noi .os '10 sairoo
ddi*/-:r:v'.sq "aii •^nivira'ide ; o-Db oi asii f+ni9 od^*^-
-noO . a Jnaxsot^^q^o neoLiov.- i;3vc 5e?'io;;'Iv v.--^ celduc & dtiw
Oi.d od “ied bbfii^d an.: ,i.?d Gadrotxodnl .led e:iIsi;*JC' d^c.oo-
.Tu-aif) r«'id:eo?b a nl . .laxi ^ot f:‘r\ne€;oi neocf ssii j^idd ^nitri^cr,
odd w'.r.aiO'^ dfl^.i'i ,od t ar^'x;; si ac .Ciseiidnsl -^d dnea
tk^llltid Toon: -joji eJ sd eeai>3oaq ^fciclA' xariXo o.t ••^^no
ano
,
2 aiIif::-A to 3 a?icd er.? *-3 ..7396 dy-oted nL dnao.ovci ciorf
ic.dtR diiancrr to.' 'id 'a ‘ij'ti •. aoo'ierl ^Sos’xf'' to d3od;s;9*i^. arts to
dajfidob ciis ,ac.'''3X d?;*! rj si/i mott &i.:c;o., odd baviaoo'i 3i.’.d ona
'lonoai'To 3 ?d ‘ii.ssisii bloiv^ ’io odd annidaou od 'ladteiiv/
jjo-/ .‘I'd cd 'lyofe oa ai ds^vd atil ?cio svas andd :ao acs.'uo'i. lot'





the gods are adamant. Her guilt is too great to permit of her
final escape, and the gloiy of the earlier encounters with the
enemy form part of the plan of Fate — that the queen shall
drinic deeply of victory, in order that defeat may be more over-
whelming. The gods allow Penthesilea no time to reach a
decision; Achilles' second lance means death. He himself
states the reasons for the tragedy.
"It 'jvas the dark-shrouded Fates
And thine own folly of soul that pricked thee on."^
Even Priam, vdille he prays to the gods to preserve his bene-
factress from ham, is beset with fear and a presentiment of
evil, vhen he sees an eagle, a dove clutched in its talons,
winging its way across the battlefield.
"And on the self-same day
2
The Fates prepared his boding to fulfill."
The conflict between Penthesilea and Achilles is a
physical, not a spiritual one, a matching of strength and skill
against a worthy foe. It is a clash of steel and brawn, a
fierce struggle for supremacy. Each leader is bent upon the
destruction of the other's power by force of arms. The queen
is fired by a lust for battle, a flaming passion for the thrill
of war, and pauses not to consider the size of the undertaking
1. Fall of Troy
.
Quintus Snymaeus, Bk. 1, p. 53, 11. 650-651
2. Ibid., Bk. 1, p. 17, 11. 203-205
tea Ic j-iorasq o? iee-js ai 41 ftt* 'lal V : ^osixibfixi onfc 8i->G3“ aA^
oxi^ EiO^ruJDor.a
-iGiliee edi xo edj ,&ie“ ,9ge.DB0 lijflil
Xlsda msGi) ed:t - o?sr Ig- exi^' '^o
-‘lovo eim. ed teslob leb'ic n.i \hi&eb. :iLalib
a xiose^, 0^ sniiJ Of! selie.5d?n0^ abo^ 94? .i;;iliT!X6dw
'ileaaiiil aH .ii^£,ob aaescr ebitei bnooea
.’asXItiioA jwciaiosb
d»i? 19*1 £itoa30i g*ii
'i
aeijB'^ b9bj:rcida-7!T:xib 8rl^ es'n JI*'
-”.co 99fil bsjfoiiq j^n? Xi;c3 ^0 r,L2Q^ ov/O 9xritll bHA
-eawf Bid 9\i92eiq cl abos aiil gj »ri »llxbv c^vs
to' In8.nlla989iq s bits isat riltw i9t:ecf si ^c.-xBd iroit aeeiloat
,enQX41- all nl beiloloXo ©vob ^eX^is© xie ^ooa sri noxiv ^Xiv©
. bX© IloX ll>so‘ 9/il eeoiQiG '^v/ all
1
’ \icb,9nvi8-tX38 crll no dal'*
•S',
ol Qnlboc! slil bai.-iqaiq a8liS'’i sxiT
,
\- ,^‘
s al ecXIiiioA 5'iui efiXlBe^lno^ noewletf ioiXtnoo eriT
Xllaia bos dlgrteila *to :§iil£lolnf3 s ^sno Xenlxiiqa n Inn ,Xs&oiat4q
£ ins Xeeia xisnlo a el II .oqt sjriliwv/ £ taislss<^
osis rtcqn jjjcd ai lobe*! xlojaS
. lot eXgsnils dots it
npenp p4? .eaun to ©oiot iQwoq a'ledlo oill to nolJo£il89 b
Xilixll siil i-ot nolsaiiq tUiaisXl a^',0Xll£,cf lot lanX n bQ-ill ei
sni to osla ©41 labisnoo cl ion aaanaq bna rZ&fy to
X^-Cc?6'.XX ,&d
.q .X .7{fi aylnlo^ v/yiT to XX-sq .X
2Ca-€0S ,XX ,7X
.q ,X .^g ,.b/cfl .S
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whlch she promises to brli^ to a successful conclusion. The
Greek, on the other hand, Is equally determined that his
stricken countrymen shall survive Penthesllea* s furious attack
and that the Amazons shall be humbled by them.
Intimately connected vlth Penthesllea' s thirst for
battle and the partial causes of her undoing are her boundless
pride and self-confidence, which have been nourished by
continued victories, the gift of the gods, whose dire purpose
will thus be fulfilled. Her vanity and arrogance are limit-
less. She flagrantly vaunts her strength above that of the
dead Hector. She recklessly assures the Trojans of victory,
and even ^en Achilles, the Invulnerable, confronts her, she
scornfully boasts that her might Is greater than his own. In-
flamed with a passion for glory, this child of the ’.Var God
openly defies the prowess of the Greek and hurls her weapons
daringly against him.
"With my blood Is mingled War!
No mortal man begat me
Therefore, my might is more than any man's."^
This last, most presumptuous claim seals Penthesllea’ s doom.
V/hen she has reached the pinnacle of achievement. It is ordained
by Fate that she shall perish. The moment of supreme success
becomes the moment of disastrous defeat. No previous triumphs.
1. Fall of Troy
.
Quintus anyrnaeus, Bk. 1, p. 47, 11. 560-562
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no strength or courage can save her; the Amazon bows before
Peleus* son.
Penthesilea is endowed by the Greek author with an
almost divine quality, for, indeed, she is truly a daughter of
Mars. The Trojans marvel at the agility with which she
manages her horse, the skill with which she hurls her lance,
the perfection of her aim, the ease with which she meets and
overcomes the enemy. Her indomitable spirit, her temerity
instill into them renewed courage. They follow her into the
struggle; they repeat her wild boasts. Even the Greeks,
before the arrival of Achilles and Ajax, cower before her un-
erring thrusts. They are araazed at the spirit of the Trojans,
who seemed to have lost heart on the death of Hector.
They are terrified by her almost superhuman pov/er; they are
awed by her fulfillment of her fierce threats of annihilation.
Penthesilea selects no one man as the object of her vengeance,
but deals out death with a free hand, regardlessly . All skill,
all courage are powerless to withstand her. Like a huge wave
of the sea, she threatens to engulf all before her.
"In rapture of triumph charged the Amazons,
With groan and scream of agony died the Greeks,
Withered their manhood was in that sore strait;
Brief was the span of all whom that fierce m.aid
’Mid the grim jaws of battle overtook."^
1. Fall of Troy, Quintus Smyrnaeus, Bk. 1, p. 41, 11. 484-489
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But, favored by the gods, whom the Greeks have called to their
aid, Achilles vanquishes Penthesilea. The interference of
Zeus saves the day for the Greeks.
Some idea of Penthesilea’ s resistless energy can be
gained from the fact that Smyrnaeus compares her successively
to a blast of flame, a leopardess, a tigress, a lioness, and a
towering surge.
Her dauntless courage inspires even the women of Troy
to emulation, unaccustomed as they are to the exercise of arms.
The valiant spirit and heroic enthusiasm which animates the
heart of the Amazon stirs their 07;n less fearless souls.
**For not in strength are we inferior much
To men; the same our eyes, our limbs the same.
One common light we see, one air we breathe;
Nor different is the food we eat.”^
Fortunately, they are preserved from ignominy and death by a
saner realization of the futility of endeavoring to follow
Penthesilea’ s example.
The Greek worship of beauty is reflected in Smyrnaeus’
description of Penthesilea’ s physical attractiveness, both to
explain the remorse of Achilles and to increase the tragic
pathos of her death. She stands out among her companions,
peerless among all.
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"Her smile was ravishing; beneath her brows
Her love- enkindling eyes shone like to stars.
Bright were her cheeks, and mantled over them
Unearthly grace with battle prowess clad."^
V/ith the power of man she has all the charm of woman. Beneath
her warrior’s mail her cheeks are flushed with radiant health,
her beautiful eyes sparkle with loveliness, her limbs are
finely moulded, and her body possesses all the lithe grace of
femininity in every mov orient . Even in death her features
retain their delicate outlines, for she was
"Flawless, a very daughter of the gods,
2
Divinely tall, and most divinely fair."
The love element in the poem is of minor importance
and plays no part in the actual tragedy. No emotional signi-
ficance is attached to the conflict between the Amazon and the
Greek. Until her death she remains an enemy, to be met and
subdued. It is only vhen Achilles begins to despoil
Penthesilea of her splendid armor that he becomes aware of her
as a woman. Then he is deeply moved by her remarkable beauty.
They might have loved — a fitting mate, this glorious creature.
Great sorrow is mingled with respect for the foe's skill and
bravery. Disinterested in the spoils of victory, he cannot
tear his fascinated, stricken glance from her sv;eet form.
1. Fall of Troy
.
Quintus Snymaeus, Bk. 1, p. 7, 11. 113-117
2. Ibid., p. 56, 11. 674-675
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Thersites’ crude jeers, which profane the dead and destroy the
enchantment of her loveliness, arouse his latent anger, and the
hero, with one stunning blow, fells the mocker to the earth.
And Achilles' sense of justice and honor, his repentant love
consign Penthesilea to an honorable grave.
However, the issue of the struggle does not terminate
the interest of the gods in their proteges, but rather pre-
cipitates a conflict between two of them, Zeus and Ares, the
protectors of Achilles and Penthesilea, respectively. Ares,
indignant and irate at the slaying of his child, rushes to
Mt. Ida, which he sets aflame with the fires of his wrath and
intends to take revenge upon the Greeks for the cause of his
grief. He is incensed by the death of his offspring, but the
Thiinderer is mightier than his son, and the Y/ar God dares not
defy his father and eaipose himself to the terrible bolts which
are sent from Olympus as a warning to his rash meditations.
Ares, conscious of the power of Zeus and mindful of the fate of
Penthesilea, is thus persuaded to abandon his dire plans for
the destruction of the Greeks.
Again Zeus has manifested his authority as ruler of
the heavens and the earth. The Almighty One not only directs
the destinies of man, but controls the conduct of gods them-
selves. He reserves the right to admonish those lesser gods
who threaten disobedience to his divine will, and mortals viio
disregard his position and who seek their own gloiy incur his
royal wrath and are dealth v/lth accordingly.
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"For all the Gods
To the Ruler of the Blessed needs must yield,
Seeing he sits high-throned above them all.
Clothed in his might un^eakable
.
Yet the queen remains to the end as the Greek imagi-
nation conceived her. Death brings not grimness, not terror,
not humiliation, but a revelation of marvelous beauty, respect-
ful admiration, and love. Valorous in battle, exultant in
triumph, an unearthly splendor still clothes Penthesilea, even
in the hour of defeat, for she is noble both in form and in
spirit
.
1. Fall of Troy
.




Inasmuch as nothing hut a few lines or fragments
remain of the works of the Cyclic Poets, and inasmuch as the
incidents described by them and by Homer differ radically
from Smymaeus* epic, this poem had best be judged on its own
merits. Furthermore, Homer so fully developed the possibil-
ities of the epic that all succeeding poets must necessarily
suffer by comparison.
There is little doubt that Smymaeus copied from
Homer in external technicalities. His extended use of the
simile, his phraseology, his general tone are similar.
Smymaeus was lacking in any poetical Inspiration or origin-
ality.
Yet anymaeus cannot be said to be a mere imitator
without any merit. His language is not lacking in taste,
beauty, or rhythm.. His descriptions are good. His characters
have an energy, vigor, and vitality of their own. Our interest
in their fortunes never for a moment larguishes. The story
Itself is well told. The details surrounding Penthesilea*
s
death are filled wltia deep pathos and tragic splendor. The gods
themselves have a terrible and majestic grandeur.
Smymaeus, if he does not give life to language, does
keep it alive. If he is not creative, he is recreative.
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THE ITALIAN DRAMA
The Italian rendition of the old legend, a play by
Francesco Bracciolini (1566-1645), draws its materials from
Greek mythology, but is sharply distinct in content and aim.
The Amazons and Trojans, under the leadership of
Penthesilea, the Amazon queen, are as yet unconquered, and the
walls of Troy still stand. During a period of truce between
the opposing aimies two Amazons, Penthesilea and Asbite, become
so enamored of Achilles, the Greek hero, that they challenge
each other to mortal combat. After an exchange of armor
Asbite is killed in the ensuing duel. Penthesilea' s nurse,
misled by the coat of mall, believes her mistress dead and
raises an alarm. Achilles, who hears the cry, is likewise
deceived and slays the queen in the armor of Asbite. When he
realizes his error, in despair he attempts suicide.
Bracciolini has modeled his play on the Greek poem
in so far as he has attenqpted to show like the Greek poet,
Suyrnaeus, the role of the supernatural in the affairs of men
and that humanity is but the tool and instrument in the execu-
tion of the will of the gods. There is no reference to Amazon
history, and the Amazon customs are unln^portant in the develop-
ment of the tragedy. Bracciolini, however, has introduced a
new character to motivate the action, so that the resulting
drama has digressed widely from the original historical accoxmt
.
In the struggle set forth here Penthesi lea's motive
is a purely personal one and only remotely related to the Trojan
war. Though the Amazons have joined the Trojans against the
''
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-i:oox9 £»diJ Kl AfiStrx^iJJadi bos loo/ ed/ /ac' ti ij/XtidcoTiri /sdt’bas
aossn'A. 0 / oonots'ie'E oli at eieil? .3603 ed/ 'to XXiw od/ lo not/
-.roXevep sdt at /a'jst’toqjiiira/ ai^ a{r.o/a/a>:. dosjsar.A aiiJ bfiS ,'5^oJ6tu
a beoab'71/nt sBri ,'i3V9v70d , tatXotooji'iQ. G^i/ lo taoii
odt tpri/ 08 ^rcQi/os ^dJ .©/BTi/ooi c/, ‘le/OB'iBdt' aoxi
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Greeks, it is not the war, but the situation which it creates
that engages the heart, strength, and arms of the Amazon queen.
Conflict with the foe is temporarily abandoned for a more
pertinent individual problem which requires immediate solution
before the battle can proceed. Penthesilea is jealous of
Asbite and wishes to kill her rival for the love of Achilles.
Like the Greek queen, Penthesilea* s Pate rests with
the forces outside her and beyond her control. It is in
accordance with the coinnand of Destiny that Troy shall fall.
'’3tablllto e lassu ch*a terra coggia
II superbo I Hone.
But an obstacle in the form of the mutual love of Penthesilea,
queen of the Amazons, and Achilles, leader of the Greeks,
prevents its fulfillment. This frustration of the gods’ plan
merits punishment. The goddess Juno, therefore, resorts to
trickery and stratagem in order to accomplish her purpose.
Penthesilea is invulnerable so long as she wears enchanted
mail; hence, it is effected that the Amazon, moved by a feeling
stroller than discretion, is influenced to resign her armor to
her adversary and to jeopardize her own life. Only the death
of Penthesilea will fully appease Juno. A malignant Fate
employs the magic armor, not to safeguard its real owner, but
to delude Achilles into believing her dead, that she herself
may die by his own hand and the will of the gods be done.
1. La Pentesilea
. Francesco Bracciollni, Act I, Sc. 1, p. 9
11. 19-20
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'•Slla stressa a morir per quella mano
Che varebbeaiutarla.* *'^
The false news of the departure of the Greeks and of the ap-
proaching marriage of Asbite and Achilles is another ruse to
inflame Pent hesi lea with an intense, thoxagh unreasonable and
unfounded hatred of Asbite so as to precipitate a battle
between the two. This clever artifice for the desolation of
Troy and the death of its defender has its inception in the
brain of Juno, queen of heaven, who, like the Amazon queen,
meditates the defeat of her enemy, Venus, and is likewise
torn by a jealous hatred. The prophetess, Cassandra, fore-
shadov/s the fate of Penthesilea and the annihilation of Ilium.
"Indicadranno in polvere e in faville
L'alte mura di Troia.
e fia si stolta
Troia Che Introdurra le greche squadro
2
Dentro un concavo leguo
Yet Penthesilea is not entirely unconscious of the
probable consequences of her behavior. The Amazon has pro-
voked the queen of Heaven to wrath because of her effort to
save Troy. Juno has warned the Amazon's nurse to follov;
1. La Pentesilea
.
Francesco Bracciolini, Act I, Sc. 2, p. *10A,
11. 9-10
2. Ibid., Act IV, Sc. 3, p. 34, 11. 20-21; p. 34A, 11. 2-4
*The book is not correctly paginated.
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Penthesllea with counsel and advice, but she, disregarding the
admonition, rushes off to seek; Vulcan, god of fire, who fashions
an tmbreakable and charmed suit of armor for her protection.
The queen foolishly hopes to match her wits against those of the
goddess and is reduced to a corpse. She underestimates the
ingenuity of Juno and her own susceptibility to the subtle
poison of jealousy. Fate has doomed Troy and its sujjporter for
the flouting of its immutable laws.
The power of Pate is shovn most clearly in the fight
between Penthesilea and Asbite. Both women are uniform; both
are equally beautiful, equally strong, equally enamored of
Achilles. V/ithout advantage on either side, the outcome
appears to be unpredictable. But the queen of goddesses does
not hesitate to reveal her wishes. For a moment Penthesilea
is allowed to conquer her antagonist, to settle her right to
the Greek, but Heaven's vengeance is not yet satisfied. There
is a kind of irony in Achilles* murder of his beloved queen,
for he unwittingly removes the last inqpediment to the ruin of
Troy. Destiny is greater than any mortal man, viio, whether he
wishes or even knows, is forced to act as servant of the
Immo rtals
.
Another parallel between the Greek and Italian
versions lies in the direct mediation of the goddesses, Juno
and Venus. The conflict, though physical in expression, is an
emotional one and is symbolic of the struggle for mastery on
Olympus. Juno is angry over the decision of Paris, a Trojan,
who has awarded the prize for beauty to Aphrodite. In order
j^oivhii iDU£ IsaTWOO diji ^ jssX.tssiji^ns'T
ZL'oljissi'i Cfiw ,^‘it'i 'io fios. *xisoIsry ::fieoa ol 'ilo B&xujifl ,iioi;jinOf?L'fi
»aoi:^os JO-rq red *fal loin'is Id l)anji»ao baa sl<f.'7(s«ydnu xts
adt aC oapdi^ J^is^ sJlv,' tod do^aoi o^ a3q[04 yXriailool; Asex;? ^flT
sdi’ ^^^6^^^i^£.•9*I9b^Ij driS .sacHoD a o? fcsowi)©*! fjui* <j 30
&b03
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to manifest her displeasure and avenge the insult Juno deter-
mines that Troy, the city of the offender, shall be laid low.
Venus, on the other hand, is naturally eager to prevent the
fall of Troy and to that end has contrived to distract the
attention of the Greek from the martial stmaggle outside the
walls of the city to the newly-awakened emotion which stirs
within his soul at the sight of Penthesilea.
'*E pur costei per affrenar I'invitto
Dell' eccido fatale, amante 11 rende
Della Regina amazzone."^
In the love story is centered all the Interest of
the drama, for it is this which proves the sole hindrance to
the destruction of Troy. The clashing enotional tides are so
equally pov/erful that their intact initiates the actual tragic
climax. However, the emphasis has shifted, for it is not the
usual reciprocal love of man and woman, but of two women for
the same man, who loves but one of them. Penthesilea* s and
Achilles* affection for each other begins during a time of
truce. Prom this moment forward Achilles thwarts the gods
by refusing to continue the fight against the woman of his
heart
.
" Amo 1 * invitta
Regina dell* amazzoni, e no vogllo
\ \
Esserle piu nemico, e s*ha potuto
1. La Pentesilea
.
Prajxesco Bracciolinl, Act I, Sc. 1, p. 9A,
11. 8-10
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Con la bellezza sua la greca Helena
Tanti argivl condur, possa retrarli
Pantassilea.'**^
Achilles’ reluctance to attack the Trojans, of v;hom the Amazon
is the ally, threatens to impede the progress of the combat, if
not actually to turn the tide of battle and brii^g victory to
the enemy. Ulysses' charge of disloyalty is unavailing and
fails to arouse Achilles' sense of duty to his people. All
flattery, all praise, even reproach is futile in persuading
him to reenter the conflict from vhich he has withdrawn after
his meeting v;ith Penthesilea.
" basta ch' io I'amore voglio
Amarla e quant' io voglio e sanpere guisto
He reconosce tribunale Achille
A cui render di se debba ragione
pFuor che'l suo proprio arbitrario."
Asbite, another Amazon, is also eager to win the Greek hero and
declares that her passion for him constrains her to follow him
slavishly wherever fortune may lead. Achilles' frank confes-
sion of his preference for Penthesilea wounds Asbite deeply. A
combat between the two women, arranged unknown to Achilles by
Ulysses, Juno's confederate on earth, adjust the claims of each
1. La Pentesilea
.
Bracclolini, Act I, Sc. 3, p. 17, 11. 18-23
2. Ibid., Act I, Sc. 3, p. 17, 11. 14-18
*Bracciollni ’ s spelling is veiy Inconsistent.
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woraan. An unrestrained jealousy spurs Penthesilea into the
conflict against Asbite. But Fate has determined that Achilles,
who does not want Asbite, may not have Penthesilea, his choice.
Asbite has not died in vain, for Juno has undertaken to avenge
her by the same means which the queen has used to vanquish her
rival
.
Penthesilea in this play appears in a new light. Not
so much is she the leader of the Amazons, as a woman. The
warrior, the fighting Amazon is betrayed only in the combat with
Asbite; and even then Penthesilea seeks only to justify her love
for Peleus' son and not to display her valor. The queen is
secure in Achilles* devotion to her, yet the mere presence of
Asbite, the unrequited contender for his affection, is dis-
tasteful to her. Nor is Asbite altogether admirable, for she
possesses the vices as well as the virtues of woman. She is
not above having recoiirse to deceit herself, when she simulates
an Insincere affection for Ajax, Achilles' friend, in order to
entice Penthesilea into an avowal of her regard for Thetis’ son.
" Et anco
^ererei che per me s'lo lul chiedesse
Lasclaste Achille e sequitaste Arace."
It is noteworthy that in no scene of the entire play do Penthe-
silea and Achilles appear together to make any declaration of
tenderness and affection for each other.
At the moment of death Penthesilea realizes that it
1. La Pentesllea
.
Bracciollni, Act II, Sc. 2, p. *17A, 11. 23-24,
p. 18, 11. 1
*The book is not correctly paginated.
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is Achilles' arm which has plunged the dagger through her heart
While she lies bleeding in his embrace, the Amazon generously
forgives his error and dismisses any suspicion of deliberate
culpability. But Achilles is wild with grief and longs to
join his loved one in the Shades beyond, that there their love
may find its ultimate happiness. Only the intervention of his
friends deters Achilles from a self-inflicted death.
As Jupiter reigns undisputed king of heaven and earth
so Juno is queen. Her power over her subjects is supreme.
Penthesilea must perish and Achilles' disobedience be rebuked,
for it is not their right to circumvent the will of the
Almighty.
This Penthesilea shares in the physical beauty of the
Greek queen and the physical energy of the German Amazon, but
she lacks the divine splendor and dignity of the one and the
glorified humanity and spiritual exaltation of the other.
’ioii ^•^zulq ajBd ^Oxft.v’ 3:*i4 'eelX'iioA si
noiiSfiJA ert^' , e cl^r® aid- ai a43ii 9dB sXidJiV
to aofoi^axfs vc£ sesai-nsib £>£?©' ‘io\i© al.l sQvJ-grtot
oi aQCoX pjrtiO tail's iiuift' bXi?/ si caiiiuOA Jiv'fl iXitfxscjXoo
8vci niieriJ eioxi^ ^tnor^d aobcdfc; Qsilt ai eno bsvoX aid cio^
siii to agi^r.evi3^ni on? ^I«0 .sasnicj;!^ 3 t«£MniJXij ati oixit ^^s^^s
.lUiSQt h9iotnal-il9z_& £CO-*x’t zBlltc^k a*ieJ3b abxieiit
ri^ias baB sss>r^3A to sdiU be^dqaibno
3i -neowp bI osuV os
,f)9ii;d&^ od &Dijsif)9 cro 3 it •aeliiiioA bim xteiioq, tairni cal iaaddxis^
odd to XXiJir adtf- i:xs7!n;/on io liodf +on zt il '£0t
.’^dii-gitnlA
9 d;i to Iijoia''jrlq odj" ai aaijacia BoXisoddca'i sidT
.Jwd ,nosj9r.A riMinein ocU to tS^eae Z&ble.xdq_ ori^ wis uoeivp i'se-sC
oriJ fcJi:? aao, edi to >c:^in.sib 'bits •loX.isIqu e-'ii^'ib ©li? a^iOi^I ©Ms
,i8xiio 9 £ii to rtoidajXrfX© XwiXilqe bnii '^J ioMiwri ftoitiioXg
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CRITICISM
Of all the literature which treats of the Penthesilea
theme the drama of Bracciolini is easily the least interesting,
the weakest, and the most inconsequential.
The subtitle is a misnomer, Bracciolini was a
master of the heroi-comic style. To fit his unworthy motive
he has wilfully distorted the early legends in order to under-
take an intentional excursion into the realm of travesty and
ridicule, a burlesque of gods and men. This union of the
heroi-comic with the tragic offends artistic sensibility.
Bracciolini has employed in his play a character
who appears nowhere else. The ensuing action is thus motiv-
ated, but for the real value which is added to the drama the
same result might have been achieved and has been achieved
more effectively by different means, except that in this case
they would not have fulfilled the purpose of the author.
Instead of making the ^azon queen the central figure
and focusing all attention on her, Penthesilea is forced to
share the stage, the honors, and dishonors equally with her
rival, Asbite. Thus the play lacks unity of interest. Both
characters are weakened, and neither appears to advantage.
The basis of the play is an appeal to the most selfish
and petty human passion of jealousy. Because the characters
succumb, the drama is called a tragedy, true only in the
technical sense of the word.
The characters are not characters at all, but cari-
catures, the puppets of a wit. A group of commonplace
Jo ztao’iS doidyr 9d& TIb 'tO
tSfliiteoiaJfAl: ieBsi arft si iJiiXciooBie Ic aaeiL arft ^ya-edt
.iar ijex;paanooai iaoa eili 'S'ns ,Xao;l66W e.-Jt
B Bfiw iniloiooBtrP Aiac-onBiru'^'B si oli-iXc^xis s/fT
ovi^oiii 'idi‘XO\iiuu Bid tiX oT olcroo-ioieri 9?ft lo *1 'iae.'n
-icii):!!/ Oc trs&TO ni -eaiTegel fee^'roXsif) 9-
fxno \;JaevBii Xo rilasT s/fX oiai uota'itjoxe I/ir.oi JA-3d-/i L xtB erisi
erJJ io aocnii a.xfT . .:fear 5iib eboa Jo oupoelitidi a .©iiioibi’i
.X^’iXitfienea oijsiX^ia zhnetJo, sj{^ iliiw oixsroo-icnsrf
loJos^iit) a yslq airi iii bo’^olqi. a eaci iniloiooB'xS
-viXoa ejurit si aoi,XoB j^nii/ane eiiT .aela oianwon s'laaqcrfl oiw
6 'i Bf'iaio ©ilX ox oatxfcfi el dcidu eul'iv Iqbt. a.15 loi Xud ,r)&X8
bevei^Jos aaod asri Xna JjsvoiAior uaad sTsrf Xr.aiw iXifeot ocae^
9880 zidt HI dBdd Xieoxs ,axi8£>.; Xneiems xd vlvviXoa'iXs siosi
.lodxxJB 9ifX Ic osoqiaq adt beliniiiJ svad ;toa fclijovf iX
e'xaslX IsiXfiao ariX aeeup acsBcsA eoX ^iXala >0 baaXecrl
oX beoioX ai seltsadXnel ,ieil no noiXusXXs XXb ^ieiiooX Xns
‘lad XXiw 'cllBirpB anoxTcXeib jbna ,3ionoil oriX ,9558X8 ©xfX siaxle
rlXoh .XseiaXai lo YXinn 2>:obX vslq sifX audT .oXidaA jlsrid:
f
• osaXfiavbs oX aiaaqgs isdXisn fine ,b9{i9isew stcb sieXoansro
deiXiea Xeo.Ti adX cX Xcsqqa xre ai yaXq arfX Xo siasd axfP
S'leXoaiarfo eriX oansosfi .vsnolsst Xc noteeaq rreanti ^XXoq bnjs
odX fli vino ©triX ,v.JbosBaX a f>9lXjB0 ai Bmaib erfX ,d- noox/a
• Slow ailX Xo ssaoa laolnriosX
-i*r£o Xiid ,iXB Xq ansXoa'iBdo Xon ©aa eteXoaTca/p ©ilT
aoBlgncincoo Xo gnors A .XiB B Xo eXo iquq ttriX ,e9’ri'X«!>
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individuals is robbed of all dignity and worth. None is
capable of real emotion. The queen's vision is so obscured
by unreasonable jealousy that she is blind both to faith in
her lover and prudence toward her rival. Asbite feels only
bitterness, despondency, and a slavish devotion, for her
acknowledged love for Achilles is by nature tainted with
servility. As for the hero himself, his wild grief at
Penthesilea’ s death snacks of theatricalism. His abandoned
despair seems hollow, for it is unprepared for by aiy previous
expression of sentiment. Not once in the whole course of the
play has there been a single love scene, not one which glories
in any tenderness. His only revelation of passion has been
made indirectly to the woman, of all persons, to whom he is
indifferent.
Let us take Scene 2 of Act 2 as an instance of the
shallowness which characterizes the entire play. Penthesilea
asks Asbite the reason for her rich attire. Asbite replies
that she hopes to please a lover. Then like a silly school-
girl she coyly adds that she will tell her secret if Penthe-
silea will be equally confiding. Once she (Asbite) loved
Achilles, but now it is Ajax whom she loves. Penthesilea
says she will allow Asbite to have Ajax, and she will take
the discarded Achilles. Then, to our astonishment, Asbite
asks if love will permit such arrangements. As if love were
a matter of equity!
It would seem that both god and man had been delib-
erately stripped, the one of majesty, the other of nobility.
ai enoH .j[ftiow b£iB vdingife IXb lo deddot ei sXnifbivijbni
&9'Xi;r)eco os s.1 noittir e’/.-aswo ^£^T Ibq'z to sidsqjeo
fli o& rfjod f'.alld si eda te/ft vawolBoi. sXdaaoaBO'mu \d
^^Ix^o 3l99‘i sdidsA .l3vii ‘led eyfisbiTiq brfa i&vol isri
t8£{ 'iv/i ,no£tcv«b, daivsla b bxiB ^esanist^ld
ritiw betnXBt ota^tasi T£a si e^IIirioA 'rot evol bogcalwoniOB
tB toils bliw aid .tlos'-iid. OTiGrf Bdt lot eA .litcliv'ioa
bsiiobfiedB siH .maiXaof'itBsdd to eX03:'i3 dtaeb s 'Boliaedtfro'-l
auoivetcq 'iTB icf aot bsTCRaotgiit; ai ti lot ,wcll0'f a:':e3e -'iieq89&
Brit to oair/oo dioriw srit jni bobo toU .onernitnse lo rroietoicrso
aoirccls ri -'ri^r 0x:o toe ,sflsoe avol olsnia b need s^-rit serf Y^X r
Bead a.Jri noxssB'" to noitslevdi 'ilxio siH .ssocTebiiot ':jn ni
ai ori morfw ot .acoansq IIs to erft ot xXtootiijai eiiBxi
. t/ieTOttiXei
Brit to ooaBtaci na ac 3 toA to S saoot hu tsX
.^.BoXieodtee'X .y^Iq S'litne arit aasiTetoBisdo ri- rdw asonwoXiBrie
esilqsi etIdsA .siitts rioit Tsrf lot aoasBTC orit atidsA edes
-looriqe i^IXie s a^lii ae^ .levoX e oasolq ot sogori aria tsrit
-aritns^ ti teioaa •lari list Xliw aria tBdt aobB -^X-yioo aria Xiig
oevoX
.
latidaA) aria aoeO .geibiteoo YXXBepe od Iliw selxa
aaiiseritea^ .aavoX aria nioriw xb|.A af ti wun ti/d ,aaXXiriOB
9ABt Iliw a:'8 fcixB ,xsrA avert ot atidsA wolls iXiv aria B''Ba
etioaA
,
tna-urieiiiotaB isjo ot ,iieriT .aeXXirioA fiabiBoeif: arit
atsw avoX ti sAv .atneniesBB'iiB rioija timaq Iliw avol ti arxsn
’.Ytiopa to 'rettBi-n a
-clilai) eaad bari nxKji ftaa bog ritod terit rijea bli/ow tl
-ytilrdon to lerito erft *^0 ,f!aqqi-rt3 ’^Istsio*
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"Great v/orks do not reveal their essential beauty at
the first readir^”^ but this play possesses no beauty to reveal.
Its poverty of inspiration is only too evident. The author
cannot enrich our e^erience, for he has himself experienced
nothing vvhich he can communicate.
The language is dull, lifeless, drab. There is not
a single passage which is animated with a spark of vitality,
v;hich touches us deeply or stirs our imaginations. The motif
is utterly commonplace and embellished with occasional insipid
platitudes. The play leaves us untouched — cold. Indifferent,
or repelled, depending on our degree of sensibility.
There is no evidence of suffering, save that which
arises from thwarted superficial emotionalism.
Brace iolini has consciously conceived and executed
his play in an artificial manner. His obvious intention is to
ridicule classical mythology. Throughout five (!) acts, in an
atmosphere of malicious and ignoble hatred, we are furnished no
more elevatii^ picture than the undignified exhibition of two
jealousy-niad females, scheming to entrap each other into goading
admissions, bewailing their lot, and plotting revenge, aided
and abetted by divine goddesses, themselves consumed with
jealousy
.
Bracciolini is a technician who uses the elements of
his plot in a purely mechanical way to accon^lish his purpose.
As a mockery of the pettiness of the Olympian deities and the
1. The Problems of Style
. J. Middleton Murry, p. 35
fz ^j3i^x^ese9 liexid’ Ifio’vst ?oc db afi’im iloiC.'
r
./aevo*: 0 ^ oxt «ojc»saaoq, v^i-i aiiiJ ,”’8KaI>s©'x Jeiil erit
‘lOxiJSJH eil? .^nefcivs oq^ ^^Xno ai Ic ';;7i9Voq a^I
59orio2t9frx9 ajari et not .soxialietya iJJC iioiiao ^ooxteo
.e^&oi.Tijotaoo aso »4l
JC'ft ai eiextO? .cTriu .aasIa'li.C si eiiT
,\5 a 2£ijcriv 10 £ il^iv, bo^snioi* ei rlolib^ ®
lilOkii exil . ecoi’^’sal'^'ni ’ciJO arjl^s '1 :^ 8« &er.oiyciJ rlcldv;
biqisni X£fioi--00o iiJi’v bedailletJir.e b.-is soaiq/ro.iBuo ei
,
jbXoo -- beiouol^ &u sevis^X "lisiq .acbiJ^i^^Xq
lo es'i^oh *xoo no ^nlbfieqdb ^boIiGqen '-O
CiOld^r iSrdi svxia ,3niisHs.a lo eouotlVs oc aX oisuC
.iiiSilBrtoi^oias X^iox jioqxia bet'issrxlf c.vil asel’Tjs
£9li/o«xe i!ti& bovieoi^Oo -i^XaaoXoaaco 3i.d IiflloXoo^'ig
0^ ai aoi^rrslxil BuoXvcfo slH .lenruer;^ L^.lollln-i ii2 ci v^slq aid
ait nl ,5tfos (!) evil ;t«ori^or:cl!r .''^soXodi^T X^oiacslo sXx'Oibii
oxi b9rlBia*rx;l eia w ,£>e'iiaxl ©Xourt^i bna ex;oloiXjiai[ lo eiedqaarrjo
Qus 10 iTC'iJiG'i:‘X8 fcsiliit^ibrru Sitf n^xi? ©ix'jo-’q ^U^veXe ©'to.-i:
3f[ibaG'5 odni ./isii-vl-o doae ot a^Jiattsdoa ^saXamel
bsJbia ,6'^£iev3t ^Icf^OXq bxxa »ioI *113x1} gcxiXiav.'stf jSaciacixuba
dil'f/ batrixsccGO aevXssscsiii ,*i02es6feos ©aivlL 6x16
.
\j2£»oX.aet
Ic 3 ins''i;9l 9 oiii eeaw crivv nai olatjt'jol b ai iixlXoiooa'iS
.620q'xyg aid flciX(|Enooo£ ol y^^'/ X60i£u>rio©m ^^oi6q & ni ioLc^ aiu
ad} bns zslfteb aslqt^O ©d} 1*> &soiiii}9q Ic q-iesfooffi a" aA
35»
.q ,\jT:irjU .li . aX\:yc lo a?u&XcfQ*i*'i oiiT .X
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fralltles of mortal man It may be a highly effective and
amusing piece of satire, but it is hardly a fit or worthy
subject for tragedy in the truest sense of the word. It
is very difficult to feel there is anything genuine here.
.eioxi .-K
d , ciC; \i£J' j1 iI2lfT
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THE GERMAH BElilM
The Geman version of the ancient myth, a drama by
Heinrich von Kleist (1777-1811), differs considerably from the
original legend in content, but retains all the pathos and
power of the Greek story.
Penthesilea, present queen of the Amazons, appears
on the battlefield near Troy and hurls her weapons with eqxjal
force against both the Greeks and the Trojans. After her
meeting with the Greek hero, Achilles, she concentrates her
efforts on the conquest of the Greeks, especially of Achilles.
On one occasion she unknowingly becomes his captive. He,
however, pretends the reverse of the actual situation. Later
Penthesilea learns the truth, and when Achilles offers her a
chance to redeem her loss, she misxmderstands his purpose and
in blind anger mutilates his dead body. ';Vhen she discovers
her error, she follows Achilles into death.
Kleist has employed the same setting as the Greek
author, tire battlefield near Troy, and the same major charac-
ters, but he uses the original only as a theme, a backgrormd
for a more detailed treatment. He is not interested in the
historical causes of the combat between the armies, but in
the history of the Amazon kingdom in so far as it provides a
basis for a psychological study of a personal struggle.
In Penthesilea Kleist has reflected his every long-
ing, hope, and disappointment. The fierce conflict which
wracks the soul of the Amazon is the one which tortured his
own — the striving for power and complete success. Both
, t vo' fyaj.’iii a 'lOv^^Oig'xi^v
' Odi ho'i'i ^iidiStft.^laxioo a'lemo ,(Xlg!l-V?';‘I) Jc--iaXS rtov -xio i-JuiaH
has aoiii-fcq 91^ II sWix&^aT: s^rd /jii9;tJ0C nl' tiisasl IsfiZ'^Iid
‘i
.\^0ts. X09'tO-'SCit '10 asffoq
' f
jisadsoisA ©d^ 'iOi xxeuwir -
Ii:4Ju.© xl^iw aaoqse^v isd si-xf;;:! bloholitad s'd^ co
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.xjoiJBtJIa Isalo,3 sdJ ^ ©aiavsi sd^ .st'reJeiq ,‘ieve\v3ti
jd Tod s'xe'i^o aolllxioiv xiari? Siia ,d7snl exl^ an-iXi©! sellcSfiJas'l
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£ seblvortq, 31 es isl os.:i2i tnob-^1^ xioasxrLA arid “io, •^jioJald ©di
Xsxiosieli s 'lo 3 IsqlsoIqxio^iBq © iol zlasd
-«g*,.>X ^ij?ve sId beiideXt©'!. asd JgieiX aaliat'd^fi®*! ixl
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.aaqdoaa ajoXqgrooxlias lowoq ic^ •gnivia^a sri^ riv.'0
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possessed a will and an impulse of equal strength. Each re-
quired of himself more than a human being might reasonably
expect to accomplish, and each fo\ind relief only in self-
annihilation.
Penthesilea is the tragic victim of an inescapable
Fate viiich lies inherent in her tumultuous nature and tempera
ment. Achilles is an unsuspecting prey to her uncontrolled
emotions. The Amazon’s first meeting with Peleus’ son
sounds a note of danger.
"Und Glut ihr plotzlich bis zuni Hals herab.
Das Ant lit z farbt, als schlUge rings um ihr
Die Welt in he He Flanmenlohe auf."^
Even the High Priestess has a presentiment of the outcome.
’’0, sie geht stell bergab den Pfad zum Orkus,
2
Und alle reisst sie in den Abgrund hin.”
And, like the Amazon, Heinrich von Kleist, despite his
earlier youthful statonents to the contrary, was unable to
prevent the destruction which finally overtook him. He was
compelled to yield to a force which was greater than he and
which drove him relentlessly to his doom.
Unlike the Greek story, Penthesilea has a different
1. Gesammelte V/erke . Heinrich v. Kleist, Vol. 2, p. 5, sc. 1
2. Ibid., p. 36, sc. 7
Isxr^e eeXiiami sm Lxis IXiw bea^^eson,
’jld^oaossi ;Jd3Xa scrlocf xiuswrl- fi asrU s'roni "tXsatcXil, Vj reiicp
^ ' r •
-•tlaa ni "Xcic 'is ilex tic/ot iioce hitA ,deiXpvOca ^oeqxe
'• 4
.a.oliMl:UiSJiB
eidsr^^saaarti na 'ic inf joJv oi^t-xJ ai .aeliaed^fiel
-axeqnne^ bos 3'iuiza auox/^ii/ax'^ xod aX ^asxedtjl seil tbldv eisa
boI.L^'tiitQoan xed cJ ^xct. gctiiosqEAcow na ai aeXXliloA .inscj
Acs ’sijole^ dilw' iatl'i- s ’aesa^A erlT ' .aAOi^oifie
*> -
.XQ^ttc.b ^0 ejoa & ^btasos
^daxed oXaH xias zld rlolXsdOXq xdi JaXO axiU^'
xrli iTJi a3iilx escluoa aXa ',Jcfx3l; siilJiii*. s-aC
0rioX£ie(TctaX'5 eiXad ni JXsV eld
.©noodifo Qil^ 10 ineraiixieaexq £ ssii saetaeix'I a^XH edx '•leva
.Sijorxo OAS fcaiq uefi da^xecf £ied3Vdri»:g eia ,0“
bairryS^ neb ni eic ^ssio'i oliii OnlT
lii eiiqaeb .izt^Lh. rrov doiv-aieH ^nosisniA erid eJfiX efcaA
o:f elrfr-fTA e^v/ .“^AxiiscO edv od siAa>T<eiwds Lii''cdiur^ xoZXxse
8^ eH .irdd dooJxavo \jrIX axil cioixl'<. aoiJjjn jsei» edJ Xnd7©xq
fcfXLS ed Aiiiid xodisex^g sisw doid'^''' t'oxol a oX t>X©i’^ cd .beXXdt^njo
.mocij aid oi' ^laael/aslex mid avonb doldv:
^A^xelllJb d 3J2d iliEed^rted ,'^xot8 xeoxO aril e3(iXcU
.XoV (JeIoXII .V doixdieH . aAxe?' a ;> Xe^aitatx .X
V .08 ‘5S .q , .l)l(il ' .£i
X .08 , S . q , s
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motive in joining battle with the tv/o armies
--a religious
motive. Slie has not come to aid Priam to save his city from
the Greek invaders, but to obtain enough prisoners for the
annual festival of the young maidens who are to be the instru-
ments of Mars in preserving the Amazon race from extinction.
Her presence and continued stay on the battlefield can only
thus be defended. it is to justify her position and to
explain her unrelenting zeal in the attack that she enters
into such a lengthy history of the Amazon state and its laws
for the bewildered Achilles. But she remains long after the
cause of her original purpose has ceased to exist, for a new,
yet related reason.
The love element Introduced into the play is an
addition to the early legend and furnishes the chief source of
conflict. It tsies the font of a display of personal enmity
between Penthesllea and Achilles. The queen's singleness of
puipose Is complicated by her deliberate choice of the Greek as
the only worthy antagonist from a field of possible candidates.
She recognizes his superiority over the other Greeks from her
dying mother's description of the hero and will not consider
the hostilities at an and until Achilles Is defeated. Then
only will she return home to celebrate a worthy triumph.
"Ich will zu melner Fusse Staub Ihn sehen."^
She calls upon the gods to enable her to bring the Greek low.
1. Gesanmelte yerke . Heinrich V. Kleist, 7ol. 2, p. 22, sc. 5
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for she has reserved him for herself and she warns her compan-
ions
•» dem ist ein Pfeil
Gescharft des Todes, der sein Haupt - was sage ich,
Der seiner Loclcen eine mir bertlhrt.''^
The Greeks have more important tasks to perform, the Amazons
have enough prisoners for their Rose Festival and urge their
departure; still Penthesilea lingers, and Achilles refuses to
leave the fray until the issue is decided. Neither will heed
the voice of reason. The struggle narrows itself to a fierce
contest between the two leaders. No longer is it a battle for
the supremacy of the social oiganization which each represents,
but for the fulfillment of the individual himself.
Penthesilea* s Insistent desire to overcome Achilles
has its parallel in Kleist’s life and is symbolic of his own
absorption in the task he had set himself. The Achilles of
Kleist was Goethe. The great classicist was the particular
object of his envy, and it v/as Kleist 's intention '’to tear the
laurel wreath from Goethe's brow". All other possible rivals
faded into insignificance beside the giant Goethe. His de-
thronement became the criterion by which all else was measured
and judged. Kleist was not content with slowly establishing
his place in literature, with a mediocre position. A middle
ground v/as untenable. There could be no con5>romise for him.
1. Gesammelte V/erke
.
Heinrich v. Kleist, Vol. 2, p. 28, sc. 5
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It was at once overwhelming success or humiliating defeat,
immortality or oblivion. It is this thought which passes
through the mind of Penthesilea when she exclaims
”Ins Schlachtgetummel sttlrzen will ich mich.
Wo der Hohniachelnde meiner harrt und ihn
Mir tlberwinden Oder leben nicht."^
It was with ''Robert Guiskard", his first play, that Kleist
hoped to win that fame which would rank him among the fore-
most dramatists of the world. By one stroke of genius he
would wrest from Goethe the coveted crown of glory or remain
forever an exile from his native land.
"Nicht eher ruhen will ich, bis ich...
Ihn zu mir herabgestUrzt
.
Penthesilea is too intelligent not to understand her
problem and to realize its tragic in^li cat ions for her. She
is tom between two conflicting emotions, arising from an un-
natural necessity for emulating and surpassing her opponent's
achievements and a natural desire to win his admiration, his
affection, his love. The laws of her country are opposed to
the laws of her heart. She must be more than woman when she
would be woman only. If she, voluntarily or involuntarily,
yields to Achilles, she becomes unworthy of her title, of her
1. Gesanmelte V/erke
.
Heinrich v. Kleist, Vol. 2, p. 22, sc. 5
2. Ibid., p. 28, sc. 5
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great calling, of the name Amazon. Penthesilea has already
sinned, for it is against the laws of her state to select her
mate except by direction of the gods and for the express and
sole purpose of procreation. For a moment she is able through
the exercise of will to summon up all her former loyalty to
her country and to acknowledge her social obligations. No
duty can be more sacred to her than the fulfillment of her
mother’s last wish, the guidance of the Amazon state.
"Ich will mich fassen,
Dies Herz, well es sein muss, bezwingen will ich’s.”^
Here the youthful, other Kleist speaks, the Prussian
officer, who recalls that he had thought once that it was un-
worthy to surrender to Destiny. With lively scorn he bursts
into disdainful Invective against himself.
’’Verflucht das Herz, das sich nicht mhsslgen kann!'*^
But Penthesilea’ s love for Achilles weakens her high
resolve. She abandons her role of Amazon for that of woman,
and as such she seeks his love. Achilles’s generous indulgence
of what he regards as a vhim she misinterprets and rushes to
impending ruin. In an ungviarded moment she confesses her pre-
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Ambltion and pride were stronger than reason and
persuaded Klelst against a saner judgment to embark once more
on his dargerous course. The urge to create gave him no
peace, and the tragedy, for a space averted, was once more
renewed with an increased violence and a breathtaking madness
that could end only in destruction.
Penthesilea' s attraction to the young Greek draw's
her on irresistibly; his very glance seems to pierce her armor,
to Toaralyze her v/ill, to melt her resistance. But in order
to conceal her true reason for prolonging an apparently pur-
poseless struggle, she turns in her wrath upon Prothoe, who
has spoken her admiration for one of the Greek captives. She
reproaches her dearest friend, scorns Prothoe 's feminine
weakness, engpties the vials of her bitterest contempt upon
the Innocent head, and banishes her from the royal presence,
because she (Penthesilea) must lighten the weight of the guilt
\\hich lies so heavily upon her own heart, because she is only
too conscious of the similarity of their positions. Prothoe
symbolizes the yielding, feminine side of her nature, whose
recurring donands the queen is trying so manfully to suppress.
Again, Penthesilea welcomes the information that Achilles has
sworn to place his foot upon her neck, because it vindicates
her determination to carry on the stnjggle. She reassures
herself and her coimpanions that no selfish purpose brings her
again to the battlefield, that she is able to restrain the
excesses to vhich her heart would lead her.
V/hen Heinrich von Kleist had completed a part of his
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first attenipt in dramatic composition, ’’Robert G-uislcard", he
read portions of the play to friends, who praised it
enthusiastically. But Kleist remained unsatisfied with the
applause of friends, however sincere. Unless he were to
receive the plaudits of an unsympathetic v;orld, the drama, as
far as he was concerned, was a failure. He sensed its faults
and in despair tore and burned the manuscript, that it might
not prove a continual reminder of the goal he had been unable
to attain and a temptation to further effort. Kleist
resolved to abandon his plan of achieving perfection in a
single leap. For a moment he became the young enthusiast,
reproaching the man who yielded passively to Fate, and sanely
choosing those paths leading to a definite objective.
Temporarily he became the master of his soul and of his con-
flicting desires and emotions.
’’’.Varum auch wie ein Kind gleich
V/eil sich ein flUchtiger Wunsch mir nlcht gewSiirt
I<!it meinen GOttem brechen?"^
Deceived by what appears to be a glorious victory,
which solves her difficulty, Penthesllea urges her loved one
to return to Diana’s t«nple with her to consecrate their union
She is supremely happy, for she has apparently reconciled a
contradiction In terms — she has gained the man of her heart
without betraying herself or the trust reposed in her by her
1. Gesammelte ’.'/erke . Heinrich v. Kleist, Vol. 2 p. 39, sc. 9
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people. In their joyous hour, however, the queen resolutely
avoids the subject of separation. ITo cruel reality must mar
the ecstasy of that precious moment. In the illusion of
triumph she becomes generous and truly feminine. She is
capable of the deepest, tenderest passion underneath her
masculine dominance and aggressiveness
.
'•Denn die GefUhle dieser Brust, o Jtingling,
Wie HMnde sind sie, und sie streicheln dich".^
When she discovers Achilles* wound, which she believes she has
inflicted, she is alarmed and hastens to assure him it was not
his life, but his love she sought.
"Doch als du niedersankst, beneidete
2
Hier diese Brust den Staub, der dich empfing.*'
In the exaltation of love she kisses him, bedecks him with
roses, and feverishly proclaims him for her own in one unre-
strained out hurt.
Penthesilea* s joy is short-lived, however. When she
learns the truth, she is first overcome by shame, humiliation,
and confusion, and then goaded into rage, the consuming fury of
a woman whose love has been mocked and whose charms have been
been scorned. She does not recognize the object of Achilles*
call to arms as the opportunity for the fulfillment of their
1. Gesaiimelte ?/erke
.
Heinrich von Kleist, Vol. 2, p. 60, sc. 15
2. Ibid., p. 60, sc. 15
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mutual happiness. Frenzy replaces love, divine madness
seizes upon her, and destruction is inevitable. The Amazon
is rescued, but the lover lost. Then no longer queen but
woman, numbed by grief, she renounces the leadership of her
people and atones for her violation of the social code. But
even in death love is triumphant, for there there is no part-
ing. Penthesilea rationalizes her action.
"So war es ein Yersehen. Ktlsse, Bisse,
Das reimt sich, und wer recht von Herzen liebt,
Kann wohl das eine fdr das andre greifen."^
Lack of sympathetic response on the part of Goethe
toward Kleist’s extremities of feeling as portrayed in his
drama was the bitterest drop in Kleist’s cup of sorrow. His
sensitive heart was wounded by the poet’s rebuke and indiffer-
ence. Thwarted at every turn, unable to satisfy his own
immoderate ambitions and longings, an anguished soul in an
alien, hostile world, he abandoned the heroic struggle and
ended his own life. Penthesilea speaks for Kleist when she
remarks upon her own situation.
"Das Ausserste, das Menschenkrflfte leisten,
Hab’ ich getan, UnmiJgliches versucht,
Mein Alles habe ich an den VYurf gesetzt;
Der Mrfel, der entscheidet, liegt, er liegt;
2Begreifen muss ich’s und dass ich verier."
1. Gesammelte Werke
,
Heinrich v. Kleist, Vol. 2, p. 102, sc. 24
2. Ibid.
, p. .43, sc. 9
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Passionate intensity was characteristic of both
Penthesilea and Kleist. Each threw himself with utter abandon
into the acconqplishment of his heart’s dearest wish and accepted
the consequences of his rashness. Each realized full well that
conciliation was impossible and not even the darlc, yawning abyss
into which he consciously, but inevitably plunged halted the
passage to destruction and death.
"Dies ist seine Tragik und seine GrOsse, sich immer
ganz und rastlos in ein GefUhl hineinzutreiben und niemals den
Weg zurtlckzufinden, sich nie anders also befreien zu kOnnen,
als durch E:q)losion xmd ZerstOrung."^
The sti’ength, the power, the sheer might of Kleist ’s
Amazon is that of the Greek queen. He has made her heroic in
life, and in death she is none the less glorious and majestic.
1. Per Kamnf mit dem Damon
, Stefan Zweig, Chap. 4, p. 182, 11. 22-
26
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In this play Kleist has symbolized most magnificently
a very devastating personal tragedy.
We touch life at a new point. Our sympathies are
powerfully aroused
,
for we live over again the tempestuous con-
flict that wracked Kleist. This is the first instance in
which there has been a passionate rebellion against the narrow
boundaries of mortal destiny.
There is no division of action. In order to pre-
serve a greater sense of unity Kleist has not divided his play
into acts, but scenes.
Unity of interest is preserved. All of the action
is crystallized about the central figure of Penthesilea. Her
distinctly individual personality fills the horizon. Other
characters play no important part in the struggle except
Prothoe, who helps to measure Penthesilea* s demonaic character.
Penthesilea’ s problem is the theme, and she is continually in
the foreground.
Even the gods are not the remote, objective deities
of Olympus, but symbols of those divine and potent impulses in
the soul of man which make or mar him, which can create or
destroy.
There is an ever increasing fortissimo. Events move
with a remorseless logic, there is no dallying. Each detail
adds to and reinforces the cumulative process, and all is
welded into a dramatic, unified whole.
Yet, although it is his personal problem, Kleist has
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not thrust himself into the foreground, but in Penthesilea he
has exalted the worth of the individual soul.
Death comes as a glorious release and leaves us with
a sense of perfect acquiescence in its utter inevitability.
This play cannot be judged by any previous or
ordinary criteria of measurement, but by Itself alone.
Though the experience i s so remote from the normal,
we sympathize because it was a valid one, the embodiment of the
very real struggle of the actual man, which we relive throi;igh
our imagination.
That Penthesilea is a combination of extreme quali-
ties is true, but the genuineness of her nature cannot be
questioned, since her irreconcilable emotions were the very
shoals on which Klelst's own bark of life was grounded and
wrecked, which tore him from a normal plane of existence. Per-
sonality is the compensation for greater suffering than that
of which the ordinary mortal is capable.
The character of Penthesilea is sharply individual-
ized. V/e cannot forget her, for she towers above all others.
’’V/e remember her as v/e remember an intoxicating drink. V/hile
Kleist has filled his picture with many characters, he has
taken infinite pains with Penthesilea. She cannot be mistaken
for anyone else. Her emotional and intellectual organization
are so high that we must adm.lre her. There is a swift succes-
sion of moods -- despondency, irritation, tenderness, exultation.
1. Heinrich von Kleist
.
Georg Bondi
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ardor.
Contrast the description of the fight with Achilles
with that in the other plays. Here is savagery \mequalled.
It quickens the pulses, it thrills the blood with its spirit,
it repels the soul with its brutality.
Contrast the love scene of this play with that of
the other dramas. It is impossible not to recognize the
superiority of Kleist. The whole range of human emotion is
his province. The wild, stirring scenes of battle and passion
contrast boldly and superbly with the delicacy, depth, and
tenderness displayed here. The warrior is forgotten, and the
woman in her generous, yet modest surrender is revealed. Her
language is gentle, her tone softly caressing. There is
nothing more touching, more affecting, more melting that this
confession of tenderness from one who has so much to give.
Modesty is combined with passion.
The wealth of personality displayed in the stniggle
measures the magnitude of the tragedy. The soul striving for
a hearing is lost in the forces v^hich overpower it, but in
that very struggle lies its value, for it is made noble and
intelligible through suffering.
Penthesilea is not practical - if she were com-
pletely mistress of her situation, her character would be in-
consistent and contradictory. Of the weight and importance
of the problem, the inevitability of destruction and death
Penthesilea is fully cognizant, yet there is no weak yielding,

















the two conflicting forces are so eiiually powerful.
"The whole spectrum of his emotions has suddenly-
been concentrated into a ray of intense, pure light — the
perfect condensation of a whole universe of experience.'’^
Contrast the final scene with that In other plays.
Here is no trifling, irrelevant experience, but a genuine
one, lived in the life of the author. Here is no mean
spirit railing at the stars, but a grief too deep for either
words or tears, a grief terrible in its silence, its under-
standing — paralyzing all expression.
The language of the play is attuned to the situa-
tion of the moment. It may be tenderly eiqoresslve or rugged
and virile, full of force and directness, but it is always
appropriate and adequate. It is in keeping with his
character and theme. It is tumultuous, full of sweep and
vigor. It is terrible at times in its realistic suggestion
of expression.
There is a sincere and adequate relation between
feeling and expression. "The precious and perishable excess
of the author’s emotion is translated into appropriate sym-
bols."^
Kleist's style is intensely vital and personal.
The experience is so far removed from the normal lot of
mortals that his mode of e^qiression must naturally be unusual.
1. The Problem of Style
.
J. Middleton Murry, p. 34
2. Literary Criticism
.
Philo M. Buck, Chap. 4, p. 66
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yet rightly and inevitably exact and necessary. Every word
is pregnant .vith meaning and strikes the note of the character.
The dramatist speaks from his own soul, and we hear in every
word the beatings of his own heart.
The whole is like some finely balanced orchestra or
sonorous symphony.
Kleist plumbed tragedy to its bitter depths in the
shadow that overhung and blasted his own life. Hence, his is
the truest and sincerest of all tragedies. Ho man can speak
with more profound or moving conviction than he who has tasted
all the sorrow and disappointment and heartache of which he
tells. He who has struggled like a Titan, conscious of certain
defeat, viio has continued the fight against overwhelming odds,
even with the sure knowledge of being overcome in the hopeless-
ness of the conflict, persuades us of the truth whereof he
speaks
.
Kleist has given us real tragedy. Here is suffering
which is greater than any physical pain. "It is the utter
bewilderment of one upon whom all gates have been suddenly closed
and to whom life exhibits only its stark, illogical horrors.
All reasonableness has collapsed, and in its place is only the
inexorable law of pitiless injustice."^
1. Literary Criticism
.








Another German poet, Heinrich Leuthold (1827-1879),
has produced a long epic in the Greelc forai and spirit, but more
modern in insight.
Penthesilea, the Amazon q,ueen, with twelve companions
comes to lead the disheartened Trojans into battle against the
Greeks. One after another the great Greek heroes are either
severely wounded or brutally slain by the queen. Ajax and
Achilles answer Penthesilea' s call for worthier foes. Two
lance thrusts of hers prove ineffective, but Achilles mortally
wounds the queen. The sight of his manly form awakens a love
which renders her suddenly pov/erless to continue the fight.
Penthesilea ' s remarkable beauty, which her raised heLmet dis-
closes, strikes Achilles with remorse for having slain her, and
the hero is about to end his ovm life viien the gods intervene.
Penthesilea ' s body is ransomed by the Trojans and buried with
appropriate ceremonies.
Leuthold 's poem in twelve songs bears a close resem-
blance to the Greek of Smymaeus in content and style, but
Leuthold brings into greater prominence the emotional element
in the conflict. There is also a suggestion of the beginnings
of the modem problem of the warfare of the sexes. The set-
ting and bacl?ground are Greek, and the Amazonian customs
indirectly motivate the tragedy. Leuthold' s purpose, however,
remains narrative in the main.
Penthesilea' s motive in joining battle with the
ti
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Trojans is two-fold — personal and social. Her apparent
reason is to prevent the fall of the city; yet she herself
asserts witheringly to Nestor that she is indifferent to the
destruction of Troy. She fights for sheer love of combat and
to avenge her sex. She disputes man’s reputation for physical
superiority an.d seeks to despoil him of the laurels she claims
he has won by force.
Penthesllea* s attitude toward Fate coincides to some
extent with the Greek conc^tion. She tells the aged Nestor
that her Destiny like his om. reposes in the lap of the gods;
she calls herself the scourge of Fate to the Greeks, yet she
scorns Lemos’ warning and declares
" ich lemte
Mich selbst nur vertrauen
.
and again
" wir lemten im Kampfe dem Flug
Des Speeres zu vertrauen."'^
As a warrior the Amazon has become accustomed to the omnipres-
ence of Death. She regards it as an inevitable condition of
mortal existence, but she would profitably employ the span
alloted her during this life. Penthesllea is not without
religion, but she believes the gods aid those who exert them-
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the natural impulses of her heart will betray her.
The conflict between the Amazon queen and the Greek
hero is at first purely physical in expression. Scorn for
the boastful warrior woman summons Achilles from the bier of
his friend, Patrocles, and Penthesilea anticipates her
crowning victory in the defeat of the most renowned of all
heroes. Both the queen and Achilles are mutually sex-
conscious, but not emotionally so. Only after the first
blows have been exchanged do Penthesilea and afterwards
Achilles begin to appreciate the high price each has paid for
his folly and lack of judgment.
In certain qualities - the thirst for martial strife
and supreme confidence of triumph - the Greek Amazon and the
Penthesilea of Leuthold are akin. An immoderate desire for
the undying fame and immortal glory that are the reward of
great deeds spurs her on.
" im ivlund
Der Zeiten ertdnt
Bnsterblich ein Name, von Ruhme gekrOnt."^
The latter, however, seems to possess a more savage enthusiasm
for the fray. She meets the enemy with an onslaught of fury
and mows down the Greeks like so many blades of grass.
"Und dreimal, ein Dfimon, in feindliche Reihn,
Sprang Penthesilea vertilgend hinein.
1. Penthesilea, Heinrich Leuthold, p. 201, stanza 1, 1. 2-4
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Und dreimal erschlug
Sie scheitelumlockter Achaer genug.''^
Penthesilea asks no (quarter, nor will she grant any to her
enemies. Her attack is relentless, her heart without mercy
or conipassion for the foe. With bitter raillery she invites
the Greeks to become the prey of Death, for many shall not
so readily return homeward as they now sally forth to the
combat
.
Among the Greeks Penthesilea is thought to be of
divine inheritance and under divine guidance. No enemy, not
even the greatest heroes, dare approach her, for only death
and destruction follow in her wake. The most valiant are
quite demoralized by her devastating blows, and only the most
contemptuous reproaches of their compatriots can restore their
ebbing courage and arouse their flagging zeal. Penthesilea
seems to lead a charmed existence, since she remains
miraculously invulnerable in the center of almost certain doom.
Not only does the Amazon revel in the struggle as such, but
actixally courts danger and fears nothing. No mortal can ac-
con^lish what she performs with ease. On foot or on horseback
she is equally skillful. She excels in military tactics and
outwits every ruse to destroy her. That Penthesilea remains
thus unscathed amid the tidal waves of lances and spears which
enclose her betokens an ulterior purpose on the part of the
goddesses of death who avert the aim of every adversary who
1. Penthesilea
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presses forward to defeat her. The Amazon’s time is not yet
come; she is to be conquered by a foeman worthy of her mettle.
It is very clear that Penthesilea* s unwomanly conduct
is the source of much amusement and disgust to the Greeks.
Such terms as ’’Ivlannweib" (Theon), "Entartete” (Diomedes),
’’WOlfin, reissendes Tier, unweibliche Gier” (llestor), and
"Iviannin" (Leuthold) express the abnormality with which the
Amazon is identified in the Greek mind. Diomedes ridicules
the Amazonian customs by offering himself and his cornpanions
willingly to their strange manner of wooing. Even Penthesilea
herself is conscious of a certain peculiarity in her own
character v;hen she says
’’Vielleicht, dass der Gott mit dem SchOpferberuf
Im Stoff sich vergriff, als zam Weib er mich schuf.”^
Yet she accepts herself as unusual without inquiring into the
potential danger of such a perversion of nature. 'Whatever the
intention of the Creator, she is what she must be.
The incident of the Trojan women’s overwhelming desire
to join Penthesilea in the engagement and pattern themselves
after their heroine is t^^ken almost literally from the Greek
story. The argument of these women is strikingly similar.
’’Und sind wir nlcht ahnlich geschaffen wle sie.
Die Arme behend xind gelenkig das Knie?
1. Penthesilea
.
Heinrich Leuthold, p. 200, stanza 4, 1. 15-16
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Die namliche Hahrung, den Aether, das Licht?''^
They, too, are deterred from entering the conflict for which
they are wholly unready.
The present social emergence of v;oman is foreshad-
owed in the attitude of Penthesilea toward the relative
positions of man and woman. The yielding of self to another
appears to her as weariness, bondage, and degradation. She
is certain no such Fate will overtake her, and by her victory
over the warrior on the battlefield she will avenge her sex.
In Penthesilea's mind woman’s submission to man constitutes
not only an admission of physical inferiority, but also a
narrowness of spiritual development. The queen deplores that
meekness of soul which is satisfied with a lov/er status than
that accorded man as his right. She aspires to lead her sex
to a plane of freedom and equality.
"Mich bindet kein Zwang, mich beirrt kein Gesetz
HerkOmmlicher Sitte, die sonst wie ein Netz
p
Die Seelen umschntirt."
Penthesilea may be considered the standard bearer of
the new woman. She will not be relegated to a subordinate
position any longer. The quiet, peaceful interests of woman
from time immemorial no longer appeal to her. She breaks the
1. Penthesilea
.
Heinrich Leuthold, p. 209, stanza 5, 1. 19-22













ties that bind her to domestic life. Siie models her conduct
after man's, she adopts his pursuits as her own. The
possibility that her behavior is unbecoming does not occur to
her.
As in the Greek poem, Penthesilea is "divinely fair"
as Artemis or Aphrodite. Unhelmeted she becomes an object of
silent wonder and reverence to Achilles. The slender form,
the fair limbs, the flowing tresses, the regal bearing, the
defiant, yet lovely mouth — all awaken admiration, the admira-
tion due the proud warrior queen. Penthesilea, trained in
arms from early childhood, is harmony and grace and rhythm
personified. Here is a comeliness that radiates from
abundant energy and pulsating vitality. Even death surrounds
the corpse with a halo.
"Jungfraulich und streng, doch verlockend und schon,
Der Artemis gleich
Per Antlitz, einst hold,
Im Tod, noch in Anmut und SchOnheit getaucht.
Der trotzige Mund, der, zu herrschen gewohnt;
Noch immer bezaubert, erschreckt, und verfUhrt."^
The love element is the direct and iimiediate occasion
1. Penthesilea
.
Heinrich Leuthold, p. 237, stanza 3, 1. 9-25
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for Peiith.6sl iGa * s do^viifall. For the first time, in the en-
counter vdth Ajax and Achilles, her aim has erred. The Amazon,
twice wounded hy Achilles’ spear, sunmons her fast waning
strength to renew the engagement. \7ith a final, desperate
effort she raises herself in the saddle, her hand grasps her
ax. But at that moment her soul is flooded with an indefinably
wonderful longing at the sight of the godlike Greek, so that the
weapon, poised for the deathblow, sinks harmlessly and involun-
tarily to her side. Leaning against the horse from which she
has fallen, the queen is about to expire. The very Fate which
the Amazon has sought persistently to evade awaits her in the
person of the Greek hero, who comes
’’Um ihr, die vom lletz schon der Keren ungarnt
Umrettbar, von keinem der GOtter gewarnt,
Noch tiTinken im V/ahn
Des Siegs, wie das dunkle Verhangnis zu nahn."^
Yet so stubborn is the queen’s resistance that she will not con-
fess the deep emotion that masters her. Longing and feminine
modesty contend within her and bewilder her senses with a sw'eet
madness she has never experienced. Love has humbled her proud
spirit, but she refuses to seal her surrender by an open avowal.
Hot so much as a syllable escapes her, yet
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Gestand ihra das Aug*, nun fttr immer entseelt.'*^
More pathetic still is the fate of him who has survived.
Disdainful of the queen to the very end, he is overwhelmed with
utter dejection at the sight of her lifeless beauty, with bitter
remorse at having murdered her who might have been his splendid
bride. He curses the goddess v;ho throxagh jealousy in^lanted
revenge in his heart and mind, who distorted his judgment, only
to rob him. No caress can soothe his aching heart, no game, no
heroic song, no dance he formerly enjoyed. His unrestrained
weeping reaches to and reechoes on Mt . Ida. Distractedly he
wallows in the dust, he rends his hair and would follow Penthe-
silea into the Shades did not Phoenix, his divine counsellor,
prevent. Forever, Achilles is haunted by the memory of this
moment. Only in the tumult of battle does Achilles find sur-
cease from grief and pain, when a Fury in the guise of the
queen appears and beckons to him. From battle to battle he is
driven until Paris opens to him the gates of Hades.
Here, too, the gods participate in the struggles of
their protege's and direct their fortunes and conduct. Ares is
the protector of Penthesilea, while Achilles boasts himself the
favorite of Zeus. Pallas warns Diomedes three times in his
encovinter with the Amazon. The same unfeeling goddess effects
her death. Phoenix, takiiog pity upon Achilles* despair, leads
him weeping to his tent.
1. Penthesilea
.
Heinrich Leuthold, p. 236, stanza 6, 1. 27-30
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Nor can the unalterable decrees of the gods be flouted,
nor will the arrogance and presumption of mortals go unchastised.
"Den straflos lehnt sich nicht in Wort Oder Tat,
So prahlerisch wider Unsterblicher Rat
Und wider den Lauf
Des ehernen Schicksals ein Irdischer auf."^
Great as is Hera, wife of Zeus, she and members of her sex must
accede to the will of the Thunderer. In her own sphere Juno
is all powerful, but Jupiter is mightier than she, and his
sovereignty must be respected.
So desirable is eternal fame to the Amazon that one
of Penthesilea’s maidens prays her Fate may be that of the
queen, that she, too, may die after having performed some
praiseworthy deed.
Tragic as is Penthesilea’s fall, the gods have been
gracious to her. No ignoble death, but a splendid end,
worthy of the gods themselves, is reserved for her. Her
career of brilliant achievement closes with the closing of her
eyes in death. Her star shines on undiraraed. Her passing is
mourned by gods and men alike. Her heroic deeds will be
immortalized in song by all ages to come.
1. Penthesilea, Heinrich Leuthold, p. SOI, stanza 6, 1. S1-S4
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CHITICI3M
This epic, both in content and incident, is a close
imitation of the Greek poem of Smyrnaeus . Such details as
the wholesale destruction of the Greeks, the desire of the
Trojan women to join Penthesilea in battle, the murder of the
queen, the remorse of Achilles, Penthesilea* s apparently
miraculous escapes from danger, her burial — all are echoes
of the descriptions and spirit of Smyrnaeus
.
Those portions viiich have been borrowed from the
Greek legend have absorbed some of its quality and energy,
but the theft is obvious. The supernatural is in the mani-
fest imitation of the machinery of the earlier epics.
The deviations from the Greek story are few and not
altogether an in^rovenent . Penthesilea* s attitude toward the
gods is inclined to be somewhat modem. The gods play a sub-
ordinate role. "Life is an adventure for great deeds as well
as for renown that comes from excellence. For that mortal
whose destiny is ever in wait for him the only compensation is
activity, noble activity which brings its own reward in the
consciousness of personc^l worth and recognized dignity."^
The Amazon here is more conscious of personal value and less
resigned to the immutable workings of divine law than the Greek
queen
.
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death by giving greater significance to the love motif in the
'’sentimental" French manner. But in making more complex the
character of his heroine, he has Injured her integrity. The
combination of ancient heroism and modem insight into the
nature of social relationships is foreign to her nature.
Leuthold is not a creator. He is more concerned
with external beauty of form and command of language than with
content, which he is likely to sacrifice. He is gifted with
a lively Imagination. His poem has color and tone, but he is
apt to allow the music, rhythm, metre of his verse to over-
shadow and outweigh content in his consideration.
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THE FRENCH DRAMA
The French adaptation of the old myth, a play by
Alfred Mortier,* drav/s its material from sources both Greek
and Geman, but its interpretation has a nev/er and wider
significance
.
After the Greeks have suffered defeat at the hands
of the Amazons and their queen, Penthesilea, Achilles'
leadership enables then to recover their loss and to take the
queen prisoner. Achilles praises her beauty and desires her
first as a mistress and then as a wife, but Penthesilea scorns
him and he finally sets her free. The queen swears to
gatxher her forces and seek him in battle. In the encounter
which follows Penthesilea ^parently conquers Achilles. Then
she acknowledges her love, accepts Achilles as her betrothed,
and resigns the war and the leadership of the Amazons. But
when the promise of felicity is destroyed by Penthesilea 's
discovery of Achilles’ deception in pretending to be her cap-
tive, she drinks poison.
Mortier has undertaken to portray the conflict
between the Amazon queen and the Greek hero in the light of the
altered relationship of man and woman in the present day world.
The same persons play the role of protagonists and the setti'ng
is the same, but Mortier uses the Anazon law as the foundation
for a modern exposition of the opposition of the sexes. The
French play follows the German story, but with a different
*No dates given in any history of French literature.
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This Penthesilea represents the "new woman", a
product of that order which makes her the social and physical
competitor of man, the victim of a mistaken conception of her
place in Nature’s schane of things. She covets the pre-
rogatives of man, while she demands the homage due to woman.
Here Penthesilea has several motives for entering
into battle against the Greeks, the strongest a social one.
Besides aiding Priam, king of Troy, and securing captives
for the propagation of the race, she wishes to avenge the
death of her mother, Otrere, who was despoiled of her armor
and killed by Hercules. In Achilles Penthesilea recognizes
not only a kinsman of her mother's slayer, but more — an
enemy of her sex. Her first loss, caused by the skill of
the Greek, furnishes an additional reason for another at-
tack on the foe. Her own honor as well as her mother’s is
involved.
As in the Greek legend, man acknowledges the in-
fluence of the gods in his affairs.
"Ces par les dieux qu'on vainc . C’est par eux
qu’un heros
/
Merite ce beau nora, qu'll triomphe ou qu’il
tombe."^
Achilles very wisely seeks through sacrifice not only the
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favor of Zeus, protector of the Greeks, but also of Apollo,
god of the Trojans. Ulysses at first thinks Zeus must be
fighting with the Amazons because of their victories over
the Greeks. Penthesilea believes she is mistress of her
Fate, but Achilles remonstrates
"Accepts le destin plus fort que Zeus lui m^me.
Plus puissant que I’Olympe et sourd a I’anatheme.
Yet Penthesilea realizes she cannot vanquish Achilles without
the aid of the goddess Artemis. And the queen’s doubt re-
garding her future happiness is strengthened by the news that
the sacrifices have miscarried. Yet there is no blind
obedience to the divine decrees of Fate on the part of
Penthesilea; it is rather her defiance of the natural law
that effects the tragedy.
The account of Achilles’ quarrel with Agammemnon
over Briseis, the captive taken by Agammemnon, and of the
former’s subsequent indifference to the outcome of the Trojan
war is borrowed from Homer and introduced to evaluate Achilles’
attitude toward womankind, especially the queen, and to explain
the basic cause of her death. It is evident that Achilles
has never before considered woraan as Penthesilea considers
herself, the leader of a military force, for when Ulysses
subtly suggests the Amazon as a possible compensation for the
loss of Briseis, the hero views the contest with a woraan with
1. Penthesil^e, Alfred Mortier, Act I, sc. 7, p. 36, 11. 4-5
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considerable distaste and declines to help the Greeks in
their struggle against the Amazons. Only the capture of
Patroclus, his dearest friend, draws Achilles again into the
combat
.
Thus does the average male hold the modern woman
whose heart, mind, and body are concentrated upon the
accomplishment of the same tasks v-hich occupy man's whole
attention and absorb his every energy. He cannot consider
her his equal and masks disdain with a smile. He is not
arjgry; he is merely amused at the invasion of his province.
The contrary conceptions of love held by Penthe-
silea and Achilles provide the emotional content of the
conflict which brings death to the one and despair to the
other. According to Artemis' law, which Penthesilea ful-
fills, even at the cost of her own happiness, the Amazon may
know man only as the conquered. From childhood she trains
herself in martial exercise that one day she may claim as
her husband that youth v^ho kneels in the dust at her feet.
Love for the Amazon is synonymous with might. Love connotes
triumph by force of arms, supremacy over man on the battlefield.
"Hous souhaitons 1 'amour, nous, comme une conquete."^
In no other manner may the Amazon regard the emotion of love.
This unnatural position makes clear Penthesilea's refusal of
Achilles' suggestion of concubinage and then of marriage.
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Achilles* Idea of love is based upon his experience
as a warrior. Each triumph brir^s him a share of the spoils,
which include some female captive whom he may enjoy as he
wishes. It is a matter of custom, not of right. It is the
lot of prisoners of war, the immemorial privilege of the
conqueror.
"Car la femme n’est pas qu’une proie, un butin."^
Achilles regards Penthesilea as his booty. He openly declares
her body is the cause of her defeat and the possession of it
the end of his desire. Love to the Greek implies submission,
surrender. Love means ardor, warmth, physical gratification.
Even marriage is not too high a price to pay for the attain-
ment of his purpose. All women have felt themselves honored
by his choice, save Penthesilea, whose contempt for his offers
amazes him.
Penthesilea is held to be representative of the
virtuously feminine as Achilles is of the barbarously masculine.
V/oman’s ideal of love consists in a mutual apjjreciation of
personality, the preservation of her honor, and the inspii-ation
of an affection viiich depends for its quality and permanence
not upon physical charm alone, but on faith. Subliraer
instincts which respect moral and spiritual values arouse
chivalry in man and give wanan the privilege of free choice.
The real woman rebels against becoming the slave of man's
1. Penthesilee
.
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pleasure and belrig dragged dov;n to the depths of pagan degrada-
tion by forced submission to his will. Yet she will not wish
tc save her integrity by subterfuge, simulated weakness, and
deceit, but by spirit, by the education of man to her own lofty
conceptions of love. All women wish men to value them as they
value themselves. The ordinary woman may resort to flattery,
she may even feign pleasure, but the heroine leads man to a
greater reverence for her courage and valor to resist his
masculine blandishments. She seeks to refine, to elevate, to
ennoble the savage sensuality of man.
Unlike the Penthesilea of Kleist, Mortler’s queen is
capable not only of grasping, but also of conti'olling her
emotional situation completely. Her compliance with the law
of her race subordinates every other more tender sentiment.
The queen loves Achilles from the first moment of their meet-
yet so indissoluable is the bond between love and power
that she can confess her love only after she has humbled him.
Penthesilea is insatiable for dominance and threatens to kill
anyone of her companions who comes to assist her in the
battle with Achilles.
"0 magniflque joie o volupte derniere
V t ^ *1
De le voir a mes peds, couche dans le poussiere.”
Achilles' repeated avowals of affection strike no responsive
chord in the heart of the queen; she is content only when he
1. Penthesilee
.
Alfred Mortier, Act II, sc. 1, p. 55, 11. 12-13
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has proved his devotion hy utter despair at her prolonged cold-
ness. The sweetness of victory is celebrated by a retaliation
which translates Achilles’ every word into an e^qoression of
vanity.
The Aniazon’s professed hatred of Achilles, inspired by
her mother's death and aggravated by his passion for her,
guides her conduct, save for occasional moments when feminine
sympathy and tenderness are awakened to disclose the eternal
woman within. In order to conceal the nature of her feelings
for the Greek, Penthesllea first evades a discussion of her
escape from his camp and then vehemently reiterates her scorn
of him. She hates him because she is indebted to him for her
liberty. Then, softened by a strange emotion v/hich she cannot
yet admit, Penthesllea acts in a manner surprising to herself
and her c oii5)anions . Hate assumes Achilles* death in the event
of capture, but when the opportune occasion presents itself,
Penthesllea unexpectedly spares his life, on the ground that
humiliation is more bitter than death. V/hen she discovers his
wound later, she realizes his suffering and gently bandages his
side, askii^ pardon for her thoughtlessness. Yet her revenge
is not complete. As Peleus* son, wounded by the Amazon’s
cruel words, which pierce more keenly than her javelin, tears
off the bandage and swoons from loss of blood, Penthesllea *s
heart finally melts. She curses herself and kisses her loved
one long and passionately. Her heart had always been his, but
she had first to seek Otrere’s gloiy and her own.
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The social problem which confronts Penthesilea and
Achilles arises as a natural outgrowth and development of
Amazon history and custom. The establishment of the Amazon
state was an active protest against the brutality of man and
his power. It terminated man's hitherto unbroken reign and
set woman in his place. It provided her with his rights and
privileges. It made her independent of him, except in the
matter of maintaining the race. Even then, it was she viio
made the selection of a mate on the field of battle and Aflho
disposed of the children. Therefore, any proposal of a dif-
ferent nature, v/hereby Penthesilea becomes the instrument of
Achilles' pleasure appears as an insult, since it recalls the
ignominy inflicted upon members of her sex at the hands of
their early neighbors. So steadfast is the determination to
retain a position of equality with Achilles that Penthesilea
rejects marriage on any terms but her own as unworthy of her,
a disgrace to her race and treachery to her sex. She even
regrets her beauty because it weakens her in the role she wishes
to play and betrays her to the enemy. Yet Penthesilea senses
the inherent flaw in such a relationship vlien she says
"Le plein bonheur peut-il subsister entre ^aux?
L’homme veut etre chef. J'ai toujours commande^’'^
The union with Achilles both attracts and frightens her.
Penthesilea has her counterpart in the modern woman
1. Penthesll^e
.
Alfred Mortier, Act III, sc. 3, p. 85, 11. 1, 6
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of today, who resents the prestige man has been able to attain.
'•Tons les hommes sont d*xine vanite'" sans borne.
Vous vous croyez nes pour le commandment."^
This new womcji's objective is the recognition of her entire ec^uai-
ity with man. By perseverance she has won a vote at the ballot
box and a place on the jury. Having emerged from a state of
obscurity, she seeks to establish her eqiiality by means of
imitation. She has entered every field of endeavor and has
actively engaged in those in which man has achieved considerable
prominence and success. She usurps the throne of a foreign
en^jire; she prefers to become an indifferent man rather than
remain an excellent woman.
This modem Penthesilea erroneously interprets her part
in the natural harmonj^. Her point of view is seriously dis-
torted by an unfortunate sense of injustice and oppression,
which she ascribes to the vanity of man. She misunderstands
the meaning of equality and confuses it with identity. Ivfen
and woman can be equal without necessarily being fitted for the
same occupations. Siie fails to recognize the fact that it is
not a question of the superiority of man or the inferiority of
wcman; that each is greater or less than or equal to the other
in so far as he discharges the peculiar obligations which per-
tain to the particular sphere to which man and woman have been
irrevocably assigned since the beginning of time. Rebellion
1. Penthesile^e
.
Alfred Mortier, Act III, sc. 3, p. 84, 1. 16
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against the natural law Is the height of folly.
"C'est un dieu pron5)t a se venger de q.ui le tente.'*^
The hints of the troublemaker Thersite and his aston-
ishment at Penthesilea* s triumph mark the beginning of her
xmeasiness and foretell the conclusion of Achilles* anticipated
joy. Not only the information that her lover is capricious
and follows the dictates of his heart, but also the intimation
that he has deceived her increases an already painful anxiety.
V/hen Achilles denies the accusation that he has feigned capture
to gain her, Penthesilea vdshes to believe him that their love
may remain inviolate. But the blunt-pointed arrow proves her
suspicions well foimded. Excessive love does not excuse
Achilles* duplicity in the eyes of the queen, whose only con-
solation is that she has learned of his strategy before it was
too late. 7/hile their dream of happiness is shattered, the
discovery prevents a imion which would have broken Artemis* law.
Yet it is not her hollow victory, but Achilles* ruse to win her
heart, not her lost glory, but his depreciation of her worth
that persuades her to self-destruction.
*’Mais j*aurais pu survivre a mon orgueil lui-meme.
Si tu m’ avals aime"e ainsi qu*il faut qu'on m'aime.
Si tu ra*avais aimee ainsi que je t*aimais,
D’un souffle qui ne peut respirer qu*aux sommets.'*^
1. Penthesilee
.
Alfred Mortier, Act II, sc. 5, p. 64, 11. 21-22
2. Ibid., Act III, sc. 6, p. 102, 11. 15-18
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Llfe i s no longer endurable vdien Penthesilea becomes aware that
their love has been tarnished by Achilles' insincerity and
artifice to win her. Only tragedy brings that vital under-
standing which is essential to his appreciation of the queen's
moral splendor. Death tames his pride and vanity throxagh
grief.
As a symbol of the modem feminist, Penthesilea wil-
fully suppresses the finest qualities in woman’s love for man.
Her heart "ignores the sv;eetness of weakness, the noble blind-
ness of surrender, the humble tribute of self-abandon,"^
without which she cannot fulfill herself. Her soul renounces
the generous Impulse of forgiveness, \hich designates the true
woman; like a marble goddess she receives expiatory offerings.
Mortler’s Penthesilea sacrifices the loveliness of
the Greek queen to the pov;er of the German Amazon in a tragic
attempt to surmount the accepted compromises of life and to
found a moral Utopia on earth.
1. Penthesil^e
.
Alfred Mortier, Act II, sc. 5, p. 70, 11. 26-27





The French play is a fine product of the technical
skill, but it has an atmosphere of artificiality.
Mortier has made a social drama out of the old
legend. Charges made to suit the author’s purpose have
modernized the play. An old theme is clothed in modem
costume and rewarmed to gratify the palates of a newer genera-
tion. The play is conventional and appeals to a current
attitude.
The plot is technically well constructed, but is not
original. Some of the lines are verbatim steals from Kleist,
and the incidents and details, for example, Achilles’ decep-
tion and Penthesilea’s unexpected mercy, closely imitate the
German drama.
The play is too intellectual for real tragedy. The
lines are given over to discussion of the nature of love and
social relationships. There is too much conversation, too
little emotion.
Unity of treatment is lacking. Mortier has tried
unsuccessfully to bridge the gap between Greek times and the
present, but the chasm was too wide for him to span. Penthe-
silea’s caste of thought cannot be placed on the same canvas
with Achilles'. The stoiy is national and cannot be blended
with modern ethics. The graftiing of a modern social problem
upon an ancient epic gives the impression of a masquerade.
These two characters belong to different periods of social
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development and strike a false note. The incongruity makes for
a feeling of disjointedness.
Mortier appears to have been able to understand the
subtle delicacy of feeling of the feminine soul, but these
feelings are exaggerated. In his introduction the author
remarks that "too often the theatre portrays woman as a creature
defying honor, capricious and sensual, excused in the name of
love." In his desire to correct this impression he has fallen
into the opposite error. His Penthesilea is incapable of deep
emotion, of real tenderness. It is true she claims that it is
her tarnished love viiich makes death the only solution, but
since her love of power has been so persistently manifest on all
occasions, even to the point of insolence, her explanation
seems weak, iinconvincing, and slightly bombastic. The tragedy
is not so much a triumph of superior forces as of an overrefined
emotion, too strongly insistent and disproportionate.
Mortier* s characters do not feel; they talk. Penthe-
silea’s Insistence upon respect for her personality is too
obvious. She has too great a control over her emotions, is too
capable of controlling and grasping her problem. It is dif-
ficult to think of her as a woman; she is rather a symbol of an
extravagant idealism. Achilles’ lust is exaggerated, his love
slighted. His tearing off of his bandages savors of melodrama,
and Penthesilea 's sudden and wholly unexpected passion and
solicitude comes as a distinct shock.
There are no delicate shadings of character. Penthe-
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silea is almost entirely an intellectual being, but once overly
passionate. S3ie is so much subjected to searching self-
analysis that she lacks a full, rich, wayward life. She is a
type rather than an individual.
The laiguage of the play is rhythmic and graceful
rather than powerful. The phrasing is beautiful, but it lacks
warmth, color, and passion. It is melodious rather than
vigorous.
Mortier’s attempt at tragedy is an admirable techni-
cal achievement. The plot is logically and organically
coherent. All parts contribute to a unified impression. The
same general tone prevails throughout. The picture of virgin
idealism is not blurred by any change of viewpoint or the
introduction of any inharmonious elements. The digressions
are related to the main theme. The characters, however, are
the products of a logician, the creations of technical skill
and cool intelligence, and the whole is addressed to the mind.
not the Imagination.
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CONCLUSIONS
I. Each form of the Penthesilea legend is either
epic or dramatic.
II. Fate, in the early versions an outer force,
becomes an inner trait of character, responsible for the tragic
conseciuences
.
III. The conflict, from being purely objective and
having little or no emotional equality, becomes spiritual or
social and acquires an emotional content of significant pro-
portions.
17. There is a gradual Increase in the conqplexity of
the character of the heroine.
V. In ascendirg order of significance are the
Italian drama, the German epic, the French drama, the Greek
epic, the German drama.
71. The underlying purpose of the Italian drama makes
it unworthy of more than passing mention. It is important
only as a step in the development of the legend.
7II. The German epic is largely imitative and more con-
cerned with form and larguage than v;ith content.
7III. From a technical point of view, the French drama
is admirable, but it is too intellectual ano lacking in
emotional sincerity.
IX. The Greek epic, while possessing no originality,
has beauty, interest, and vigor.
X. Heinrich von Kleist eclipses all others for his
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union of technical skill and artistic excellence. Unity of
action, vital characters, adequately expressive language,
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